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PREFACE 

Although there is no dearth of work on Mikhail s. 

Gorbachev, but an analysis of the role of his personality 

is missing from the heaps of research work. It is not due 

to the delibrate ignorance of the subject matter by the 

scholars and experts. On the other hand, it was the self

imposed image of the Soviet diplomacy as a product of 

collective wisdom of the Soviet Comnunist Party and the 

government which apparently did not only overshadow the 

role of the individual but rendered it insignificant. But 

one wonders, why this was not taken into consideration by 

scholars after the abolition of Article 6 which put an end 

to the monopoly of the CPSU. Either it was understood 

that Mikhail Gorbachev's personality had nothing to do with 

Soviet diplomacy, i.e., steering wheel of diplomacy was 

not in the hands of Mikhail Gorbachev or he has got a 

Liliputanian personality, or his personality had virtually 

no significance while negotiating with towering personalities 

like Ronald Reagan, George Bush etc. 

But everybody knows that Mikhail Gorbachev transformed 

the world in just six years. He turned his own country 

upside_ down. He woke a sleeping giant, the people of 

Soviet Union, and gave them freedoms they had never dreamt 

of. He also gave them their own horrific history which 

his predecessors had hidden and distorted for around 

sixty years. He loosened the ties with the allies in 



Eastern Europe. He pronounced the message of peace by the 

signing away of many treaties, viz. INF, STARX, etc. He 

ended the Cold War that had dominated world politics. He 

inspired others for these things by his coin word 'New 

Thinking•. That is why, the investigation of personality 

of Mikhail Gorbachev becomes essential • 

The present study is divided into five chapters. We 

begin by a theoretical framework. Here, interrelation of 

diplomacy and personality has been analysed. We have dealt 

with Marxist perception of personality. Simultaneously 

it has also been examined how has personality influenced the 

course of Soviet diplomacy so far •. 

The second chapter is concentrated on the base upon 

which Mikhail Gorbachev const-ructed the structure of 

diplomacy i.e. 'New Thinking'. The 'New Thinking' is no 

more really new for today but it enjoyed political signifi-

cance during that time. He propelled his new ideas and 

views through 'New Thinking'. It displayed his state of 

mind, and concern for global peace etc. Apart from the 

philosophy of 'New Thinking', its historical background has 

also been examined. We have also dealt in brief with the 

development of Gorbachev•s personality in the beginning 

of this chapter. His diplomatic'. style, norms of conduct 

and strategy etc. are the focus of discussion in this 

chapter. 

The third chapter is on dis~rmcrnent diplomacy of Mikhail 
' 
' Gorbachev. We have examined disarmament diplomacy chronologi
i 

I 
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cally i.e. from Geneva Summit (1985) to Moscow Summit 

(1991). INF Treaty and srARr Treaty are our special focus 

of discussion. Apart from these, many other treaties were 

also signed, e.g., Chemical Weapons Treaty and CPE Treaty. 

How far was Mikhail Gorbachev•s personality responsible for 

the conclusion of these treaties has also been examined 

here. 

The fourth chapter relates to Gorbachev's diplomacy 

with other countries. First we have examined Gorbachev's 

diplomacy with U.S.A. After that Gorbachev's diplomacy 

with EurOpe has been discussed. West Europe and East Europe 

have been separately examined. Germany has been discussed 

separately because Germany has remarkable significance on 

Gorbachev•s diplomacy as well as world politics and also 

due to the fact that Germany has the potentiality of becoming 

a dominating power in future. His diplomacy with Third 

World has also been discussed. With the advent of Gorbachev, 

Third v.brld started losing their patronage which was ul ti

mately eroded by the disin~egration of u.s.s.R. 

In the last chapter, we have made concltding remarks. 

But before concluding our discussion, we have attempted a 

comparative analysis. Here, the personality of Gorbachev 

has been compared with s.talwarts of U.s.s.R., viz., Lenin, 

Joseph Stalin, Nikita Khrushchev and Leonid Brezhnev. In 

the second part of this chapter, positive as well as negative 

aspects of his personality have been discussed. Last but 

not least, Gorbachev•s contribution to international relations 
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and diplomacy has been accounted for. 

This study is primarily analytical in nature. It is 

based on primary as well as secondary sources. Books, 

articles from Journals and Newspapers constitute the chief 

source material • 

This study would not have reached its culmination 

without fatherly treatment given to me and to the study 

by my supervisor, Professor Satish Kumar. 

It would be embarrassing to me if I do not acknowledge 

the source material provided by various libraries. I am 

greatly indebted to the American Center Library, New Delhi. 

However, most of the source material was available in the 

JNU library. 

I am greatly indebted to my friends, Manoj ,Murari, SUmanji 

for their valuable suggestions and encouragement. 

And finally, I remember my mother late Smt. Urmila 

Kurnari and my father Shri Bharat Bhual Prasad who have 

been constant source of inspiration for this study. 

(NARENDRA KUMAR) 



Chapter I 

PSRSCNALI'lX liNP Pli>L~ 

Diplonacy is influenced and determined by a lot of 

factors. It is the result of the interplay of various, 

often competing, consideratials and motives. Sd'lelling 

rightly views diplomacy as miXed motive bargaining. 1 The 

leaders do not have a canpletely free dlo1ce of how they · 

might pursue or interpret the goals and needs of diplanacy. 

'!heir priorities as well as manoeuvring abilities are 

influenced by the size of sta~ and location, social and 

economic development, naticnal interest, military strength, 

public Opinion, pressure groups, ruling elite, prevailing 

international situation, the policies of near neighbours 

and distant powers. 

Snyder has beautifully analysed the factors that 

influence the decision-makers Which gave structure and 

content to their choices. He divides them into three main 

sets of st:imulis { i) internal setting, { ii) external setting 

and {iii) the decision-making process. 2 All these factars 

1 For an excellent analysis of Bargaining Strategy, 
see Thomas c. schelling,, ;!be Strategy of Conflict 
(New York, Oxford University Press, 1971), pp. 4-,;52. 

2 Richard c. Snyder, H .w. Bruck and Bur ten Sapin, 
"Decision..J.1aking as an Approach to the study of 
International Politics", in Richard c. Snyder, B .w. 
Bruck and Bur ten Sap in, ed., Foreigo Policy DecisiQp 
Making: AD Approach tQ the Study of lntematioQA1 
fOlitica. {u.s .A.: 'Jlle Free Press of Clenencoe, 1962), 
PP• 60-74. 
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influence the policies of the leaders by providing q:>portun1-

ties or lTf placing 11rnitaticns on What is feasible in both 

diplanatic motives and programnes. ln addition to these 

general Characteristics, it is however, important to note 

that the basic determinants vary in importance according to 

time-periods, situations and personalities of decisioo-ma.kers. 

Whether analytical perspectives empl<::¥in9 personality 

and attitude influences are helpful in the study of diplcmac.y 

is an empirical questicn. It is true that psychological 

influences daninate the course of diplcmacy. 'lbeir roles 

are deciSive. 'lhey incline the actors to take one course of 

action rather than another. It has been confirmed by various 

researdles that personality is an impcrtant determinant of 

3 political attitudes. Research on the relation of personality 

to diplomacy is less extensive, but findings turned up oo 

this question are consistent with those fran other parts of 

attitude researdb. 4 

J>erspectives on Persopalitv 

Before going into other details, the meaning of 

personality must be understood. By personality, it is meant 

a readiness <r disposition to respond in a patterned way to 

3 For detailed analysis see T. Adcro, B. Frenket 
BrunsWik, D. Levinson and R.N. Sanfcrd, lbe AUthori
..tarian rersonality (New Yorks Harper and R~, 1956). 

4 For an excellent review, see B. Christiansen, 
Attitude Towards Foreign A.ffaira as Function of 
Personality (Oslo~ Oslo University Press, 1959). 
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stimuli of many different types across the subject areas. 5 

Let us now take a standard definition given 1::¥ psychologists. 

Personality refers to "more c:r less stable, in'b:!rnal factcrs 

that make one persat•s behaviour consistent from one time 

to another, and differmt frcm the behaviour of other people 

6 
that would manifest in canparable sit:uatiats••. 

A personality disposition may enccmpass more than one 

class of objects c:r behaviours and those objects need not 

be manifestly related. Personality is both a more general 

and more fundamental or genotypic tenn in the sense that it 

often underlies attitudes and furnishes the motive force 

that impels them. '!he use of personality means talking 

about suCh things as needs, motives, effects, defence 

medlanisms and the like. Persons of more appetitive dis

positicn are characterized }¥ their openness to experience, 

their acceptance and trust of others, the 1r tolerance of 

human sympathy and their desire to relieve human suffering. 

Indeed, the question as to. wttat is the basic element of 

personality, has been an enduring point of controversy. 

At various times, rivals to traits have included instincts, 

motives, goals, desires, beliefs and attitudes. Recently 

goals and motivatioo:al states have been favoured as alter-

5 Herbert Me Closky, "Personality and Attitude 
Correlates of Foreign Policy Orientation", in James 
N. Rosenau, ed., Pomestic sourcep o£ Foreign Pol~ 
(New Yorka 'l'be Free Press, 1967), P• 56. 

6 Sarah E. Hampson, 'lbe Constructiqt of Personality _ 
An Introduct!g} (London: Routledge, 1988), p. 1. 
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natives to traits. Nevertheless, the majority of past and 

present research in personality has centred en the trait 

concept. For the assessment of perscnality, •hiSjher 

effectiveness to elicit pcsitive reacticns fran a variety 

of pers<XlS under different circumstance, iS taken into 

account". 7 

Development of attitudes to and beliefs about the 

political life starts fran the impressionable years of 

childhood and ccntinues throughout adult life. When a child 

is bom in a family, he is destined to be affected l!i the 

political awareness of his parmts and other senior memoors 

of the· family. In his school and university, be picks up 

values WbiCb shape his political thinking. For instance, 

., .American education ••• does tend to support major values 

apparent in the political system, encourages the moral of 

equality and democratic participation, and there are strong 

links with the parents Wh:ieb temper authc:ritarian tendencies 

on the part of the schools ... 8 similarly, the voluntary 

organizations of Which he becanes meml:er and the mass media -

all offer him with views which he chooses sane and rejects 

others, and there is always the chanCe of being indoctri

nated by political parties. On the one band, while his 

7 Calvin H. Hall and Gardner Lindzey, 'lbeoriee of 
Personali~ lNew Yocks Jctm Wiley and Sons, 1970), 
P• 7 • 

8 Allan R. Ball, Modern Politics and Government 
(Londcns Macrnilan, 1977), p. 65. 
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interaction With these •agencies of socialization• shapes 

his emotiClls, beliefs, values and attitudes to political 

life, on the other it also depends upa1 his overall persa1ality 

development. » he gradually matures into an adult, he 

formula~s his own views about the envl%'Qlltlent to Which he 

belongs, be it political or social, depending upon the social 

design of his parents, econanic status, type and quality of 

education and influence of persons close to b;irn. 

'.ftlere are two thecries in regard to the actiClls and 

motivations of individual actcrs. These are .important because 

they attempt to explain and understand the course of diplanac.y. 

They are non-rational and rational. 9 

Non-rational models assume that when an individual 

iS faced with a choiCe situation in relatial to diplomacy, 

a government decision..maker faced with a threat fran an 

adversary naticn, responds in tetms of what is called non

logical pressures or influences. A non-logical influence 

acts upon the dec is ion..maker in a manner of Wb ich be is 

unaware. N<Xmally he does not coosider a legit.imate 

influence upoo his decisions if he is aWare of it. 

On the other hand, rational modelS of individual 

decisicn-making are those in Which the individual responding 

to diplomacy bases his response upon a cool and clearheaded 

9 Sidney Verba, •ASsumptions of Rationality and Non
Rational1ty in Models of the lntemational System•, 
in James N. Rosenau, ed., lntematiqpal Politics...Ql19 
Fcxeiw PoliCXf A Reader in ResearCh and 'lb~ 
{New Yorka Free Press, 1969), p. 218. 
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means-end calculation. '!he rational decision..maker may, 

respond aggressively to an international event wt the 

aggressive response will have its source in calculations 

based upon the natnre of international situation. lt will 

be directed against the real enemy and the decision-maker 

will have soue reasonable expectation of aChieving his ends 

through the aggressive respQlse. Furtbermcre, the decision 

will either have no psychological side-effects oo the 

decision-maker or if there are psychological effects, they 

will be irrelevant as far as the nature of the decision is 

concerned. 

After the analysis of the perspective, we must 

account for the importance of personality. With the passage 

of time, lea<Ership has gained prominence as a subject of 

profound interest in the realm of diplanacy and probably 

today ''leadership is one of the most observed and least 
1o 

understood phenomenon on earth"· It 1mpl1es that the 

personality of leaders induce the "followers to act for 

certain goals that represent the values and the motivations _ 

the wants and needs, the aspirations and expectatioos -

of both leaders and followers~ 11 An exceptional individual 

is capable of playing a significant role • in moving hista:y• 

in the desired direction. If a political leader is entrusted 

lo James M. Burns, Leadership {New York, Harper and 
ReM, 1978) I P• 2. 

11 Ibid., P• 19. 
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with deciSion-making and policy-form~latial, his 'beliefs 

about the nature of politics and political conflict, his 

views regarding the extent to Which hi$torical developmeots 

can be shaped, and his notions of ccxrect strategy and 

tactics, Whether these beliefs be referred to as •operaticnal 

code• ••• •cognitive map• or •an eliba's political culture• -

are among the significant factors influencing that actor•s 

decisions•. 12 

'!be discussion of the significance of personality 

will be incanplete without an account of the role of 

char ismatie personalit.:ies in diplomacy. Char jsma is the 

ability to inspire devotion and enthusiasm. '!be tool in 

the hands of charismatic leaders to derive obedience is 

direct emotitnal appeal. Under the present day democratic 

set-up of governments, Where there is a fiXed hierarchy of 

officials and Where legal rules govern the organization of 

the leaders and the subocdinates, charisma cannot supercede 

the constitutional norms. But Within the constitutional 

framewa:"k a pol1 tical leader can skillfully use his charisma 

to influence leaders of other nations in negoti.a ting 

processes. Every leader does not have charisma, but those 

Who possess it, they make it felt by others. 

12 Alexander L. George, •'!be Operational Codes A 
Neglected Approach to the study of Political Leaders 
and Decision-Making•, InterpationpJ, Studies Ouarter,!y 
(Detroit), vol. 13, no. 2, J~ne 1969, p. 197. 
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Marxist VieW-£?Oints m Persg>ality 

Karl Marx repeatedly stressed that the issue of 

personality could be analysed in terms of specific historical 

circumstances. He said that personalities were produCed 

}¥ histcxy itself. In his view, •the people are represented 

as dulLwitted mob, ordained 1:¥ their own nature to submit 

to the will of o~ers• • 13 specific ideas were propagated 

in history in order to justify the right of an insignificant 

minority to oppress the majority. such unsignificant 

minority project the masses merely as passive factor in 

historical process. 14 ACcording to cla,ssi<:al Marxists suCh 

a handful of exploiters suppress the majority population. 

Marxism shows that histat"ical necessity finds its 

main expressim through the masses that play the determining 

role in social development. 'lbe production activity of the 

masses alone would suffice far them to be acknowled~d by 

the real creators of histocy. In this CQltext Marx bas 

said that the only genuine revolutions are made without 

leaders, so much so that he has denounced any personality 

cult. 15 Marx has concluded that the proletariat has no 

need for leaders. 16 In his view, they often hamper real 

13 MarxisnLLeninism (Mo5cow, 1956), p. 125. 

14 Ibid. 

15 B.a. Hazari, From Brezbney to Gorba9beya Infi9htina 
in J<remlin (LQ'ldctl, 1987), P• 1. 

16 Ibid. 
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action instsad of inspiring it. 

Engels la~r modi£ ied this view. ae maintained that 

even in the supposedly leaderless ccmnunist so:::iety a 

number of organizations, suCh as industrial enterprises, 

would still require persons to coordina~ planning and other 

activit:les. 17 

Lenin did not share Marx and his predecessors • conb!mpt 

for leadership. Lenin believed that leaders were to provide 

the spark to ignite the canbustible social material and set 
18 

off a general explosion. He doubted the abilit:ias of t:he 

proletariat and its tendencies to act spontaneously. '!hat 

is Why be evolved the concept of the personality of leader 

of the party, Whose function is to educate the proletariat, 

to raise the level of their consciousness through agitation 

and propaganda and to land it toward vict<ry by acting as 

mobilizers, organizers and strategists. 

After the Russian revolution and the establis~t · 

of the Ccmnunist regime in the u.s .s .R., Lenin developed 

the theory of 'Dictatorship of Proletariat'. 'Ibis theory 

when implsnented soon developed in to a system in Which the 

personality d. leader was not limited by the legal consti-

17 Ibid. 

18 A.G. Meyer, ' 1Histcrical Developnents of Conmunist 
Theory of Leadership", in R.B. Farrell, ed., 
PolitiCal Leadership 1n 5, Surgge and tigyiet UniS!D 
(Chicago, 1970), PP• 14-15. 
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tutions, even not in diplomatic dealings. But still 

theoretically, this system did not give a sanction to any 

personality to affect the course of histcry significantly. 

At the best, it was collective leadership. 

~ of rers<&alities ip Soyiet 
~lomacv 

However, the hista::y of the Soviet lklion is a witness 

that personality does play a role· in foreign policy decision

making. '!here can be no better example of this than Lenin 

himself. during the formulative phase of the soviet fa:e191 

policy. 

'lbe basis of Soviet diplomacy i.e. peaceful coexistence 

and proletariat internationalism are synatymous with Lenin. 

Lenin himself cerived the inspiration fran Marx Who argued 

for a transnational perspective concentrating specially on 

increasingly internationalist character of the forces of 
19 

productic:m. For Mux, diplomacy was an extension of the 

class struggle on the international level. 20 ACcording to 

Marx~ diplomacy is characterized by the nature of the ruling 

elite of that state. International relatic:ms for wa::king 

class is a kind of struggle against bourgeoisie and is a 

part of general struggle for emancipation of the working 

19 A. Lynch, The Soy;j,et ~1;ydy of lntematiqgt.l R§lat.}ms 
(Cambridge a Cambridge University Press, 1987), p. 10. 

20 zafQr Imam, iovi,et Foreign Pgl1cv 1917-1990 (New 
Delhia S~rling Publishers, 1991). 
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class. 

But it was left for Lenin to ~velop Marx's under_ 

standing of diplomacy into coherent ideas ~ich served as 

a sound foundation for shaping the Soviet diplomacy. 

Marx restricts himself to capitalism Whereas Lenin 

goes reyond. To him imperialism is the highest stage of 

capitalism that is to say capitalism in transition or more 

precisely moriamd capitalism. 21 His analysis focussed on 

dynamics of internal contradictions of capitalism. He 

explained that the international political 1::2haviour in 

diplomacy is nerely a resolution of these contradictions. 

The economic factor is dominant.· It is the character of 

individual unit WhiCh gives the essence of diplomacy. 22 

Lenin found three forces, the capitalist imper 1a list 

continuwn, proletariat movenent and national literation 

movement. Lenin said that it is the contradiction and 

hannony among theae that really detennine diploma tic 
23 

activities. 

Under Joseph Stalin all decisions of the politbureau 

l«!re in one form or another his own. '!be role of the 

other members could best be described as consultative. 

21 V.I. Lenin, ~elect@d Works {Moscows Progress 
Publishers, 1977), P• 26. 

22 A. LynCh, ,lbe Soyiet Stugy of Internatimal R.elotiws 
{Camtridge, 1987), p. 14. 

23 Ibid. 
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The Soviet political superstructure prior to 1953 was a 

complicated mosaic of shifting and interlocking institutions 

resting on an en trenched foundation of one..man-rule. 24 

All powers were delegated from above. The institutions of 

both party and state as well as the 1r re la tialsh ip to one 

another were essentially the creation of Joseph stalin and 

were designed not to limit his own power rut to limit that 

of his subordinates and rivals. Bo'th institutions and 

subordinates were liquidated with remarkable dispatch When 

occasioo demanded. 

It iS during Khrushchev's tenure that the Soviet 

diplomacy passed from the passive phase of peaceful co

existence to active phase. 25 The first phase was marked 1:¥ 

a process of building and consolidating socialism in the 

faoe of extreme hostility from the capitalist world. The 

second phase was known 1¥ the acceptance of the soviet 

Union as the ascendant historical force. 'Ibis was marked 

~ a realiSation on the part of the Soviet ruling elite 

that in the new third stage of capitalism's general crises, 

it was no looger the case that the in'b=rnatiatal system 

was a riQidly hierarchical Cl['der beaded by a single power 

24 v .v. Aspaturian, "Soviet Foreign Policy", in 
R.c. Macridis, ed., [,preign Policy in Wg:lsi Politics 
{Englewood Cliffs a Prentice Hall, 1972), p. 178. 

25 Robbin F. Laird and others, •From Cold War ••• 
Soviet Foreign Policy•, in Hoffman and Fleron, ed., 
'lbe Conduct of Soyiet Foreign Po11cY {New York, 1980), 
PP• 290-1. 
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26 
and now there were two leaders - UiSR and U5A. 

Nikita s. Khrushchev was very dynamic. He himself 

had great interest in forei91 policy matters. But be could 

not musb!r monolithic suppcrt for his initiative. In his 

time, Politblreau encouraged Central Canmittee to becane 

most impa:tant organ of pOW'er and authority in ~termining 

foreign policy decisions. 

Leonid Brezbnev was a consensus builder unlike N. 

KhrushChev who Was a confrontationist in his nablre and 

approach. Leooid Brezbnev was very cautious in the beginning. 

It is because of this reason that peaceful co-exiStence 

which was in Khrushchev time, cornerstone of the soviet 

foreign policy, was reduced to equal status with other goals 

and principles as it had teen under Stalin and Lenin. 

If Brezhnev era was marked by conpetitive peaceful 

coexistence .Mikhail Gorbachev replaced it cy cooperative 

coexistence. 27 Gorbaehev gave a new direction to the 

Soviet diplanacy. He was neither a theoretical innovator 

like Khrush~vnor a conservative as BreZbnev was. At the 

most, he can be called a reformist who knew that the Soviet 

economy was lacking confidence and its institutions wre 

26 w. Zimnerman, ~oviet rerspect;iye on Inte:rnationaJ. 
_Relations (1936-71)(Princeton, 1973), p. 277. 

27 G. Mirsky, •Deideolcgisation of Inter-State Relations• 
Perestroika•, soyiet Mont1Jly pigest, 2, 1980, p. 15. 
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crumbling - a person more dOln to earth, prac;Jllatic one. 

That is Why he was more concerned about global interdepen

dence. 
28 

He wanted that the Soviet Union must share the 

fruits of scientific-~cbnological Revolutioo tQ fight oot 

the ecological hazards and to saw the wcr:ld fr~ nuclear 

catastrophe. Despite emphasis on u.S .-Soviet relations, 

GorbaChev focussed upon multipolar ity in diplomacy. He 

advocated that local and regional conflict 1:e more effectively 

insulated fran the Rast-~st rivalry. He condemned the 

arrogance of onciscience in relations with the soviet allies 

especially socialist states. H~ was against 1Brezhnev 

doctrine• and did not believe in expert of revolution. 

He relied more on his interpretation, pragmatic 

judgemmt than on doctrinaire formulation of the Marxism 

than his predecessors did. Ability to adjust to new 

realities was What distinguished him fran any Soviet leader 
29 

in the past. It was the Charisma. of his personality 

that within a short period c£ six years be had changed the 

wocld, specially socialist bloc. 

From the above discussicn, it iB clear that the 

personalities of the leaders of fo.tmer U.s.s.R. played very 

significant and remarkable role in Soviet diplomacy. 

28 B. Bklof, ,jpy~et Br.j@f.}.nga GQt'bac:bey J\Dd 1be Re£ccm 
feriod lLondon, 1989), p. 2. 

29 David Remnick, •ccmrade Personality•, lsguife, 
Februazy 1990, p. 78. 
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SSpecially, M. Gorbachev is mere impcrtant because he 

managed to change the course and direction of Soviet 

diplcmacy. 'lhe most crucial elanent in his personality 

was his 1New Thinking • Which served as the basis of diplo

matic negotiations. We shall examine his 'New 'lbinking' 

in the next chapter. 



Chapter II 

NSK 'lHINJ<lNG M A REFLECtlSN OF GORBAQI§V 'S PERSWALl'lX 

we cannot have a clear-cut image of Gorbachev•s 

personality unless we canprehend and grasp his 'NeW 'lbinking•. 

Mikhail s. G«bachev constructed the structure of diplomacy 

upcn it. M the name specifies, 'New Thinking• was novel 

in connotaticn Which gave a U-turn to the Sov:iet diplomacy. 

lt modified each and every concept, e.g., Soviet security, 

policy on disarmament., realisatiJ of the current situation 

and methods to tackle them, negotiating style, ideologization 

of the Soviet foreign policy, stand on w and its role, uses 

of science and technology, stand on environment, human 

rights, freedom of travel and informatioo etc. Definitely, 

the 'New 'lbinkin9' produced metamorphic Changes WhiCh -...ere 

of considerable significance. 

l)eyelopment gf Gorbachey• s 
~r s S}J)al ity 

Before going into details of Gorbacbev's 'New Thinking; 

-we must discuss the development of Garbachev•s personality. 

Mikhail s. G«baCbev was born of peasant stock in the 

village of Privolnoye, in the territor:y of stavropol. 

Symbolic, as it might be - Privolnoye was a ~rivative of 

the Russian wc:rd •volya• meaning freedom. "In the year of 

of his bU'th 1931, Stavropol, like most rural regions of 

the country, was crippled by the great famine caused by 
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Stalin's terroristic collectivization. Undoubtedly, he 
1 

heard about famine's horrors While growing up''• In his 

youth, Mikhail Gorbachev had an enviable experience in the 

hard work of farming and at the age of eighteen he Wal the 

prestigious •order of the Red Banner of Labour •. When he 

was studying Law at Moscow University he met a student of 

philosophy, Raisa Titcrenko, who later became his wife. 

"Zdenek Mlynar, Gorbachev's roan-mats in Moscow ••• believes 

that part of Gorbachev•s success in Stavropol Krai (a large 

territorial subdivision of Russian Republic) was due to his 

wife's influence and advice••. 2 ln his youth, Mikhail 

Gorbacbev becane a lawyer but link with the land and farming 

was never lost and in 1967 he completed a course in agrarian 

eccnomics. 

A/3 far as ideology is concerned, there is no doubt 

in his a<t:terence to Conmunist doctr 1ne. From his Komsomol 

days Mikhail Garbachev was a canmitted parcy activist 

scrupula.tsly wcrking his way up the political ladder. In 

Tisrnaneanu•s opinion, ~ advocates a return to • true 

Leninism• and his references to Lenin and Leninism are 

alwaYs reverential • • • • He remains a radical Leninist at 

heart, faithful to his career above all, and convinced that 

1 Robert c. Tucker I f.2l,itical Culture and itadG£sbJ.p 
in Soyiet Russia (Sussex, Wbeatsheaf, 1987), P• 144'! 

2 Zhores Medvedev, Gorbache~ (New Yorks w.w. Norton, 
1986) I P• 47. 
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future of mankind lies in CQII1'1Unism ... 3 But at the same time, 

Gorbachev evidently considered policy-initiatives and 

tactical flexibility to be a more effective strategy for 

attainment of Soviet objectives than a defensive, ideologically 

rigid approaeb practised in the past; and in extreme cases, 

even departure fran Leninism depending upon the exigencies 

of the situation was not CQmpletely ruled out. After five 

years sharing a room with a Czech intellectual zdenek Mylner 

1n Moscow, Gorbacbev was thoroughly influenced cy him. 

Czechoslovakia was traditionally a ·~stern• nation in 

its culture and attitude and 'if' Gorbaehev has become 

•westernized' 1n his appearance, manners, dress and the 

image he projects of tolerance and cordial behaviour, all 

the small signs Which marks him as different frcm the usual 
4 

Komsanol and party boss, it was probably Mlynar •s doinc;. 

Mikhail Gorbaebev in his political l::ehaviour was 

closer to Yuri .Andropov than any other. Yuri Andropov too 

had a desire for change and he introduced into soviet Union 

the term 'glasnost• which became a reformist watchwcrd When 

Mikhail Got'ba.dlev Caire to power. "What probably impressed 

Yuri .Andropov about Nikbail Gorbachev, apart from the 

younngman•s conmitment to change, was his unusual capacity 

for fulfilling two cardinal policy-making ftllctions of an 

3 Vladimir Tismananeanu, •xs GorbaChev a Revolutionary", 
Qrbis {Philadelphia), vol. 32, no. 3, Summer 1988, 
pp. 423-25. 

4 Zhores Medvedev, no. 2, P• 43. 
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effective leaders incisive analysis of problan situati.als 

and devising creative ways of dealing with them. 
5 

When 

Yuri Andropov died, Mikhail Gorbacbev was already the chosen 

leader-to be but as an apparent compromise with old guards -

the Brezhnevi~s - ailing Konstantin Chernanko was made the 

General Secretary. But once Mikhail GcxbaChev was elected 

to the top post after Konstantin Cber:nenko's death, he wasted 

no time in emerging as a refcxm leader. 

Soat after coming to power, GorbaCbev started propa

gating his new vision of the world. 'lbese new ideas \~.ere 

given a defini~ shape in the 27th CPSU Congress of February, 
6 

1986. 'lbe study of 'New 'Ibinking • would te incomplete as 

well as meaningless if it is not dealt with in a historical 

perspective. 

UJ.nq:ical Back,around to 'New 
'lhin~' 

It was none but Mikhail Gcrbac::ttev 'Who had a clear 

vision of the fundamental realities of the world. A key 

conclusion was drawn in 27th cPSU Congress that •the real 

dialectics of developman t of today • s world is determined by 

a combination of competition and contest between the two 

systems, on the one hand, and a growing trend towards 

5 Robert c. rucker, no. 1,. p. 144. 

6 For details, see, PQ!:WBentS and Materials, 27th 
Conaress .9l CQ!!!Uuoist Party R.f the Sovie,t_ Union 
(Moscow, Novosti, 1986). 
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interdependence of the world camnunity, on the other". 7 

'!he analysis of the 27th Congress is as follows, 

Nuclear militarism emerged in the international arena as a 

social reaction to socialism's consolidation, to the develcp

ment of revolutionary processes and democratic movements in 

the world. Naturally, due to political, military, strategic 

and technological factors nuclear weapons could not remain a 

monopoly of cnly one COWltry or a group of countries. 

Socialism bad to defend itself. lt is known that in the late 

1940s and in the 1950s 1 Washington was feverishly drawing up 

scenarios of an atomic bombing of the Soviet Union. lt was 

only the appearance of a nu=lear shield in the soviet Union 

8 
that frustrated these d:!signs. 

1be 'New 'lbinking• on international relationB took 

into account the following realities of the nuclear age. 

One-twentieth of the arsenal of either u.S ·A· or farmer 

u.s .s .R. would be enough to cause irreparable damage to the 

other pCMer by hitting targets on its territory. Adding 

the fires that nuclear blasts would spark off, less than ooe 

percent of the nuclear anmunition would suffice for the 

•guaranteed <Estruction' of the largest industrial country. 

Taking into account the effect of a •nuclear winter • (a sharp 

7 Spartak Beglov, "New Political 'lbinking and Present 
Day Realities·~ Int@rnatignal ,a,ffag§. (Moscow), 
November 1987, p. 58. 

8 Yuvgeni Akersandrov I 
Factors, Prospects•, 
Deoeml:er 1987 I p. 88. 

'New Political 'lhinkinga Genesis, 
International .Affairs ~Moscow) , 
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increase in temperature all over the planet due to the 

blanket of aShes and other emissions that would envelcpe it), 

this would wipe out life eve.cy\llhere. The first nuclear 

strike would doon the striking country itself to painful 

death, not necessarily as a consequence of retaliation, 

but due to the effects of the explosion of its OWll Warbeads.9 

'lbe yield of the anmunition detona~d during W<rld 

War II totalled roughly 2 .s million tons of TNT_. At present, 

however, one u.s. Poseidon-class submarine carries 16 missiles 

each of Which is equipped With 14 nuclear warheads (eaCh 

with a yield of 50 kilotons}. It follows that the yield of 

one Poseidon broadside exceeds 11 million tons, or four or 

five times as great as the yield of all the shells, mines 

and bombs that exploded in the World War II. .And each u.S. 

submarine of the Ohio class is to have a total yield scores 

of tines greater than total. 10 

'lbese facts were ignored for four decades after the 

Second World War. Instead, there appeared various theories 

and concepts called for by the idea of the inevitability of 

uncompromising struggle for the sake of one•s country. '!hese 

theories were based upon the strategy of de~rrence which 

gave rise to the concepts of •flexible response 1 , 'balance 

of fear • or •mutually guarant1aed annihilation.• and the like. 

9 spartak Beglov, no. 7, P• 60. ,-;;:;:;:;-

lo Ibid. DISS 
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Due to many hiStorical circunstances 1 these concepts deter

mined the meebanisrn and dynamics of strategic confrontation 

between two military and political coalitions for a long time. 

'lbe idea of a victorious nuclear war was substantia~d both 

on the military and political plane. Nuclear blacxmail was 

supplanen~d 1:¥ the 'liberatioo of the peq:>les of Eastern 

Europe and Soviet Union from cOIIIIlunist tyranny' and •rolling 

back socialism • • 

Barsh political confrontation combined with the arms 

race turned the entire planet into a nuclear crernator ium. 

Confrontatioo could not but poison the entire range of inter

state relations and,for that mat~r the very psychology of 

in~rnational contacts. 'lhus, the problem was outgrowing its 

original military 1 strategic and bloc framewock and was 

turning into a global political issue vital for all mankind. 1l 

It was essential to build bridges be~en the main 

opponents before the damage. 1 t was realised that polemics 

about the degree of each other's fault should be moved to 

the backgrounda 'Dlese were totally inexpedient and only 

strengthened the existing stereotypes of the opponEnt. 'lbe 

goal of reaebing consensus betW!en the opposing parties on 

the senselessness of risking a nuclear conflict, Which could 

not be justified on any rational political considerations, 

was brought to the front. 

ll Yevgeni .Alexsandrov, no. 8, p. 87. 
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'Ibe rev isiCll of old notions in the space age has 

some fundamental objectives. It should ~ recalled here 

that back in 1955. a group af renowned scientists headed 1:¥ 

Albert Einstein, Bertrand Russell and Frederic Joliot Curie 

published their famous manifesto in Which they stressed that 

nuclear war was absolutely irrational and unwinnable. 'lbey 

added that under new conditions new norms of int2rnational 

conduct were needed. 'lbat is Why they concluded that nuclear 

weapons should not be used as instruments of politics. '!hey 

also pointed out that general hwnan values should be placed 

Ql top of the international list of priorities so that all 

nations feel they -were members of a united family of nations. 

In those years the scientists • appeal could not receive a 

due response from the leading powers, rut nevertheless, their 

ideas continued to live and became rnoce and more relevant. 

Soon attempts to revise international practices were 

made at the state level. In Bandung, the first fccum of 

newly free nations proclaimed the principles known as 

Panchshila aimed against war and violence. The socialist 

countries made a special contribution to reassessment of the 

postulates of the prevailing international behaviour. In 

this respect, the 20th cPSU Congress should be menticned. 

Here, the ccnclusion was made that peace-loving forces can 

prevent a nuclear war· by joint efforts and that such a war 

is not fatally inevitable. 

Gorbac::hev was confronted with serious ecQlomiC 

crisis in the Soviet Union. 'llla t is why it would not be 
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out of place to say that "foreign policy crisis that Mikhail 

Gorbachev faced in March 1985 was only part of a l:roader 

economic and social crisis affecting the coontry. 'lhe 

buildup of Soviet military power bad been accompanied by 

the erosicn of the eccnomic and technological basis of that 

power, and by a general demaralizatial of society 1 as 

evidenced in suCh social ills as alcctlolism and corruptioo" •
12 

It is further illustrated by E. Shevardnadze Who said that 

the main requirement in foreign policy "is that our ccuntry 

should not bear additional expenditures in connection with 

the necessity of supporting our defence c~abilities and 

the defence of our legitimate foceign policy interests. 

It means that we must seek paths to the limitation· and 

reduction of military rivalry, to the removal of confron

tational moments in relation with other states, to the 

dumping dawn of conflicts and crises ••. 13 

'lbe PbilosQ?hV of'New ntink:&Da' 

•New 'lbinking• was nothing but the reflection of 

GorbaChev• s personality. 'New 'Ill inking 1 was a new WaY, 

WhiCh turned the direction of the soviet dipl~cy. It 

displayed Mikhail Gorbacbev•s courage 1 wisdan and under

standing of the problems of the w<rld. Mare important to 

12 David Holloway I 'G<rbachev• s New Thinking 1 
1 FQt'eiQl 

Affairs 'New York) 1 vol. 68, no. 1, 1989, p. 77. 

13 Ibid., p. as. 
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it was Mikhail Gorbachev•a realization of the economic crisis 

of former U.S.S.R. The basic contents of 'New 'lbinking• 

must be scrutinized. 

AP far as the philosq>hical aspect of the new political 

thinking is concerned, its concept of the wcr:ld as a united 

but socially heterogeneous crganism must te understood. 

Naturally the wcrld has internal contradictions but they are 

insignificant compared with the conrnon interest of all nations 

to preserve civilization and ensure its progress. If we 

regard all such states and their interrelationships as a 

system, the main feature of suCh a system would be its 

in~ompatibility with a nuclear war Which would lead to the 

system•s disintegration, i.e., the annihilation of mankind. 

That is Why Mikhail Gorl:achev says, •nuclear war cannot l:e 

a means of political, ecQ'lornic, ideological or any other 

goals •••• Nuclear war is senseless, it is irrational. 

There would be neither winners nor losers in a global nuclear 

conflict, world civilization would inevitably perim. It 

is a suicide, rather than a war in the conventional sense 
14 

of the word • • His efforts towards nuclear disarmament 

has been emphasized by many writers, such as T.N. Kaul. 

He says, ~ew 'lbinking shows his constant initiatives and 

indefatigable efforts for Nuclear Disarmaments, and his 

14 !-1ikhail GarbaChev I rer~t{oil\a New 'Ib;Lnking for....Ql)[. 
CountrY and~ World lLondoru Fontana;collins, 1988), 
pp. 140-41. 
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patient attempts to reduce conventional armaments, milita):'y 

budgets and personnel".lS 

Apart fran this most important sphere, the 'New 

Thinking• seeks interdependence in the entire range of carmon 

interestss development of wcrld economy, environmental pro

tectiQ'l, aid to the hungry ~o constitute the majority of 

the planet•s pcpulation, the fight against disease and 

natural disasters, the search for new energy sources, the 

conquest of outer space and the World ocean in the interests 

of raising living standards worldwioo. 

In this context the new political thinking could l:e 

seen as a universal concept,· the scientific rationality of 

Which is obvious. It was asserted by Gorbadlev that only 

this concept can save mankind fran death and ensure conditions 

for its further natural progressive development. 

An important canponent of the new political thinking 

is the recognition that hwnan life should be in the centre 

of the universal system of values. A case in point is not 

only the biological aspect of the problem \tobich c:Eals with 

ensuring the survival of the human species. 'lbe new political 

thinking vieWs man as a main subject of a historical process, 

and the personality as a primal:y unit of a society, as a 

creator of spiritual and material benefits. The new 

15 T.N • Kaul, Stalin tQ Ga(ba,£hey and Beysw,9 (New 
Delhis Lancer International, 1991), p. 104. 
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political thinking incorporated the norms not as a tr il:ute 

to some abstract moralisation but as an expression of the 

feeling of social responsibility inherent in mankind. 'lbe 

moral approach corresponded to the ethical principles and 

goals of all nations and in the most natural WaY appealed to 

an • in tern a tional person • uniting in the name of peace 

millions of people, irrespective of race 1 religion or social 

status. 16 

'!be key political element of this philosq;>hy was 

negation of violence as a method of resolving conflicts Which 

was one of the most imp<X"tant character is tics of Mikhail 

Gorbacbev• s personality. 'lhe use of militazy force and nu::lear 

weapons would mean the total and absolute deprivation of man 

of all his rights, above all, the r igbt to live. It would 

result in chaos and the end of civilization. A wilful 

political act of violence of one subject of international 

life with regards to another would in this case flagrantly 

C<Xltradict the law of metabolism between man and environnent, 

Which is an indispensable condition of hunan life. Just like 

a natural disaster 1 a social conflict, involving in its 

sphere the mabarial environment of hunan habitat, 1B capable 

of disrupting the chain of life, the most delicate and 

vulnerable and at the same time unique fccrn of existence of 

the matter • 17 

16 Yevgeni Alexsandrov, no. 8, p. 90. 

17 Ibid. 
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Man has long been known to do harm to nature on a 

local scale. Today his destructive activities have beconB 

the subject of a careful analysis •. But revealing the socio.. 

economic essence of man - nature relationship in the light 

of the problem of war and peace is an aJ:::solutely new and 

political conclusion Which was arrived at 1¥ philosophical 

mater ialisrn in the nuclear space age. 

'1be new political thinking also pre<Etermined the 

appropriate conduct of states on the international scene 1¥ 

expressing the objective laws and needs· of social progress, 

by taking into account the role of subjective factor:, the 

dialectics of possible and the probable the desired and the 

real. One can speak here of an in~gral foreign policy 

doctrine 'WhiCh rests on the fundamental provisions of the 

new political thinking. 

'Ibe leading role in tllis system is plaYed by innovative 

provisions of the new political thinking WhiCh d3alt with 

the renWlciatioo of political confrontation of conduct 
I 

Which nurtures enmity and hostile canpet1tion. It is 

necessary to be sensitive and open to the signal emanated 

by the international conmunity and by the strategic opponmt. 

Such openness required not only goodwill but also the 

establishment of a balance of interests and criteria of 

values. 'Ibe conunon denominatcr in all instances should re 

the comnon resolve to prevent crisis situations resulting 

from attempts at mutual •test of strength'. This demand 
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required learning and great art of living together 1n 

peace, canbining interests and adapting to contradictions. 

Gorbacbey•s piplomatic Style, 
£.QnguctJlld Strategy 

After the analysis of the tenets of •New Thinking•, 

we shall discuss the diplomatic seyle, conduct and strategy 

of Nikhail Gocbachev. He was the man for cpen diplomacy 

instead of secret diplomacy whiCh had beEn adopted and 

pursued cy earlier leaders of the former soviet Unioo. ae 

laid great enphasis Cll dialogue. ae writes, "Dialogue is 

the first thing I must mention. Once we had embraced the 

principles of the new thinking, we made dialogue a basic 

instrument to test them out in international practice" •18 

It is noteworthy that personal diplomacy became a 

f irrn element in the diplomatic style of the new leadership. 

Gorbacbev himself took the onus of voicing goals, aspirations 

and concerns of the u ..s .s .R. in the international arena • 

.. Whatever the surviving realities of the collective leadership 

at horne, Gorbachev clearly now speaks as primus inter parus 

at least on fore191 policy•. 19 To gain greater personal 

control over the Soviet foreign policy making and its 

implementation, Gorbachev initiated a restructuring of 

concerned personnel and institutions. Grcmyko• s departure 

18 Mikhail Gorbac:bev, no. 14, p. 157. 

19 Donald R. Kelley, Soviet Politics from ~zhnev 
to Gorbach~ lNew York a Prager, 1987) , p. 207. 
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from the Foreign Ministry ( ~ich had virtually become an 

independEnt cxganization under him) ~reant a restoration of 

party leadership over the fcreign policy establishment. 'lbe 

appoin uuen t, among others , of Ana toly Dol:rynin (Who iB known 

for preaching •peace first, socialism later • strategy} as 

central Conmittee secretary with responsibilities for foreign 

policy or more importantly of Granyko•s sucoesscr Eduard 

Shevardnadze gave Gorbachev the required team and appa.J:atus. 

Shevardnadze, it was observed, ~as scant experience in 

foreign affairs and owes his elevation entirely to Gorbachev. 

He stood as an executor rather an architect of foreign 

policy, giving Gorbaehev even greater leeway to shape the 

Soviet wcrld role •. 20 '!he salll3 situation was repeated under 

A. Bessmertnykh. 

Gorbacttev•s diplomatic style predaninantly rested on 

policy initiatives, and it increasingly mcame politically 

detr irnental for the Americans to dismiss his initiatives as 

meaningless prcpaganda ~Chniques. In the very beginning, 

When his unilateral moratorium expired on 31 December 1985, 

he extended it by three months and declared that such a 

mora tor i\111 would remain in fcrce even longer if the u.s. 

for its part agreed to discontinue nuclear t:es ts. 21 

20 Stephen Larrabee and Allen Lynch, "Gorbacheva '!he 
Road to Reykjavik•, FQt't<ic:m Policy (New York), 
no. 65, Winter 1986/87, pp. lO-ll. 

21 Ibid., p. 11. 
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lt is also necessary to consider Gorbacbev•s norms 

of international conduct beCause they reflect the basic 

values and character of the leader. Gorbac.hev determined 

his nonns of international conduct on the basis of •New 

'lhinking• Which are as followinga First, the other side 

a priori must be viewed as an enemy, as "Martians frcm 

outer space• or as an •evil empire • deprived of positive 

human impulses. Second, the psychological warfare based on 

national and ideological differences, slander. interference 

in donestic affairs must te prevented. 'lbe •export• of 

revolutim and counter-revolution must te fought against. 

'!bird, international problems should not be viewed ally 

through the prism of militacy-political confrontation of 

the two systems. Fourth, there must be a more careful and 

benevolent study of a partner and oppment, taking into 

account his legitimate interests, national peculiarities, 

reaction and assessments ained at achieving a maxinun 

identity of views on the cardinal issues of peace and security. 

This kind of cognitive activity, known in psychology as 

•empathy • or 'sympathy • should play a very important role 

in dispersing antagonistic stereotypes. 

It should be added that such an approaCh would hardly 

be successful without a new methodology of thinking, 
I 

politiCal culture of mutual relations and a respectable 

psychological attitude. To establish constant positive 

contacts with a partner, one's thinking should meet several 
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simple, yet fund.a.nen tal conditions a it should re based on 

creative rather than reactiw (negatiw) ima.<;es. It should 

be of collective rather than individual nature so that 

illusions of one another can be dispelled~ global probla:ns 

should be placed above regiQ'lal and local cnes, and should 

be based on intellect and logic and not on emotions and 

traditions. ~e conduct of the subjects of international 

life should l::e assessed obj~tively using sarre •rules of 

game' and excluding double standards and double morals fran 

international relations. 

On the basis of 'New Thinking•, Garbachev determined 

his stra~gy in international relations. At the beginning 

of his keynote speech before the 27th CPSU Congress, Mikhail 

Gorbachev said, "ACceleration of our country's socio....econanic 

22 development is key to all our problems", thus signaling 

that improvjog the Soviet economy was in~ed his number-cne 

objective. But 1 his basic principles of diplomacy as ooveloped 

by 'New Thinking • were - •peace 1 peaceful coexistence, 

equality, and mutually beneficial cooperation". 23 In Mikhail 

Gorbachev•s wa:-ds, "the Sov:iet Union seeks neither foreign 

territory nor foreign resources. We have enough of every

thing. Besiees, the soviet peaple know the horrors of war 

and its tragic aftennath only too well from their own bitter 

experience•. 

22 Thomas H. Naylor, 'lbe Gorba~y StrateSY • .Qpeniz)g ~ 
Closed Society (Massachusetts, Lexington Books, 1987), 
P• 24. 

23 Ibid., p. 35. 
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We can illustrate his strategy from his diplomacy 

with other coo.ntr ies. His strategy was reflected 1¥ his 

'lhird World diplomacy When ·he not only stopped the ecQ'lomic 

and military aid to the 'lhird World countries but also 

Withdrew the military from there suCh as Afghanistan, 

Ethiopia, Angola, Mozambique and Cuba. He encouraged 

democratic principles and socialist salf-govemnEnt in the 

soviet union and Eastern Kurcpe. 

Right fran the beginning, Mikhail Gcxbad'lev becane 

increasingly vocal in his advocacy of the ccncept of Europe 

for Europeans. To achieve his objective of revitalizing the 

Soviet econOZt¥, Gorbachev nee<Ed a stable international 

environment - particularly a stable relatimship with the 

United States. ae must avoid another major round of the 

arms race that wQlld tie up enormous amounts of scarce 

resources needed to strengthen the civilian economy. This 

economic explanation provided at least part of the raticnale 

far What appears to be a major shift in Soviet diplomacy 

under the personality of a great leader like Mikhail 

Gar:bachev. ~ shall discuss Gorbachev•s disarmament 

diplomacy in details in the next chapter. 



Chapter III 

GORBAQ!SV 'S PiRSWALl Tl AND DISAI!'lAM§N T DlPLOOCY 

Mikhail Gorbachev•s ~ew Thinking• provided a new 

dimension to the concept of global security Which was ulti

mately responsible for totally different perspective of the 

arms raoe. It was the influence of his personality Which 

did bring fundamental Changes 1n the realm of disarmament. 

Slowly and steadily, Mikhail Gorbachev put one proposal after 

another and tried his best to ward off the nuclear cata-

strophe. Gorbacbev did not believe in reciprocal blaming 

tactics. Hence, he says, •-we say that .Anericans are to 

blame. 'lbe American say the soviet Union is to blane. 

Perhaps, we should seek out the reasons behind What 

happened, because we must draw lessons fran the past, 

1 
including the past •record of our relaticns•. In the 

27th CPSU Congress, h9 enunciated the FW1damental Principles 

in the military sphere Which ~re following, 

'1) "renunciation by the nuclear powers of war - both 

nuclear and conven ticnal - against each other or: 

third countries; 

( ii) prevention of an arms race in outer space, cessaticn 

of all nuclear weapons tests and the total destruction 

1 Mikhail Gorbachev, P.,~restroika:New 'lbinking for OQE 
CQUptry and tJle World (London, Fontana/Collins, 1988) I 

P• 211. 
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of suCh weapons, a ban on and destruction of chemical 

weapons, and the renunciation of the develcpment of 

other means of mass annihilation; 

(iii) a strictly controlled lowering of the levels of 

military capabilities of countries to limits of 

reasonable sufficiency; 

( iv) disbandnent of military alliances, and as a step 

toward this, renunciation of their enlargement and 

of the formation of new ones; 

( v) balanced and proportionate reduction of military 

budgets ... 2 

On the basis of these principles, several proposals 

-were made at SUIIIUits be~en Mikhail Gorbad'lev and other 

leaders and thus historic arms control treaties were signed. 

Here, -we shall examine these things in details. 

Geneya SW!!!li~ ( 1985} 

'!be first summit betleen Ronald Reagan, then President 

of u.s ·A· and Mikhail Garbachev was held in the swiss city, 

Geneva oo November 19 an-d 20, 1985. It becane feasible dw 

to Gorbachev•s initiatives and timely respQlse by Rooald 

Reagan. Arms control, as we find ranked high in Gorbachev•s 

'New 'Ibinkin9', and by 1985 Ronald Reagan realized that 

unless a compromise was arrived at with ~,.ikhail Gorbachev, 

it might give soviet Union much hoped for propaganda advantage 

2 Ibid., P• 231. 
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and as a result undermine the .American negotiating strength 

in the future. 'Defence with diplomacy• and •prepareaness 

for war with the search for peace • soon becane Reagan 

administration's favourite monologue. Moreover, "fer the 

Uni~d States, the ensuing large-scale anti-nuclear demons-

trations in ~estern surope ••• made the INF issue primarily 

a political CortqJetiticn with the Soviet Union over the loyalty 

of NATO and the capacity of NA'IO governments to make defense 

de . . .. 3 
C~Sl.onB • 

Interestingly 1 at the sunmit, Ronald Reagan showed 

more inclination to discuss human r ights 1 Soviet intervention 

in Ai;gbanistan and other peripheral isst.es. '!he possibility 

of any limits on SDI researCh was rejec~d and that is Why 1 

total renunciation of the programne was out of question. 

On the other hand, the soviet Union had made it clear in 

the beginning that an agreenent on SDI was vital to the 

solution of either START or INF. Though Ronald Reagan 

tried repeatedly to convince Mikbal Gorbachev of the utility 

of SDI as a defensive system, Mikhail Gorbachev maintained 

that it could be used far offensive purposes too. An 

offer by Ronald Reagan that the ~chnology could be shared 

once SDI became cperational1 could not satisfy him. No 

wonder, the summit failed to produce results. Despite that 

Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gcrbachev made a joint statement 

3 Jonathan Dean, "Gorbacbev • s Arms Control Moves", 
Bulletin of the Atanic scientis~ ~Chicago), vol. 43, 
no. 5, June 1987, p. 37. 
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abwt the nuclear war, 11 '1be sides ••• have agreed that a 

nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fought'. It 

represented a progress of a kind. It ind.is:ated same measures 

of success for all those bodies and organizations WhiCh over 

the years had tried to spread the •nuclear weapon allergy•. 4 

!be issue of t5 naval activities was suspended till the 

next stage of conference on the advice of Gorbachev. 5 

Mikhail G<Xbachev made SDI the key issue to the 

solutioo of the arms race. By doing so, Gcrbachev had hoped 

to generate enou9h public pressure to stop Ronald Reagan 

from going ahead with his plans. He uneerstood that once 

operational, the SDI would create gross strate~ic disparity, 

and hence, must not be allowed to be developed fully. 

Moreover, in the sununer of 1985, Garfinkle rightly observed, 

•the Soviet Union •s sensitivity to "hat it believes to be 

u.s. efforts to create a first-strike posture iS real. 

Despite the administration's botching of the MX prograll~Je, 

the combination of a potentially counterforce-capable 

'n:'ident Fleet, the Pershing Ils deployed in ~stern EurqJe, 

Midgetman un<Er develq>ment, the cruise missile programme, 

and one or even two new manned bombers - all a deed to the 

not inconsiderable Minuteman force - must CortlJrise a very 

4 Frank Blackabay, •Introductioo• 1 SJllR1 Yearbo£t. 
1986 World Armaments and Pisarmanan,t (New York, 
oxford University Press, 1986) 1 p. 1. 

5 I bid. I p. 14 • 
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formidable challenge in Soviet eyes". 6 

Continuing the pace, on 15 January, 1986, General 

secretary Mikhail Gorbachev presented a three-stage plan to 

eliminate nuclear weapons by the year 2ooo. 'lbe first stage, 

lasting for five to eight years, was eXplicitly concerned 

with u.s. and Soviet nu:lear weapons systems. On strategic 

offensive weapons it appeared to embody the following 

proposals. The U.S .S oR. and the U.s .A. should renounce 

the development of space-strike weapons and also that they 

both should agree to stop all nuclear weapQl tests. 'Ibis 

proposed first stage did embody a new suggestion on inter

nediate-range missiles, an .important new proposal fran 

the Soviet side. 

The seccnd stage, which should start no later than 

1990, would l:r ing in other nuclear weapon powers 1 it would 

involve, inter alia, the elimination of all tactical nuclear 

weapons - those with ranges upto 1000 km. Stage three 

beginning no later than 1995, Should complete the elimination 
7 

of nuclear weapons. 

Definitely these plans displayed the genuine efforts 

being pursued by .Mikhail GorbaChev. Had be been in power 

for more years, he would have taken more sincere and serious 

6 .Adam M. Garfinkle, "'bstacles and Optimism at Geneva•, 
Orbis lPhiladelphia), vol. 29, no. 2, summer 1985, 
P• 272. 

7 SlPIU ,IearboQs ilgrlCl Armal!!~nt. an~~mamf(nt l2B2 
lNew Yorka Oxford University Press, 1986), p. 74. 
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efforts to aebieve his goals. 

~yk jayik SUJm!~t ( 1986) 

Mikhail Gorbachev met Ronald Reagan at Reykjavik at 

11-12 October 1 1986. On the insistence of Gorbachev, the 

agenda of Reykjavik swnrnit included START, SI>I and nuclear 

testing, besides INF. Regarding INF 1 the Soviet leader 

suggested that the American and Soviet intermediate range 

land-based missiles should l::e withdrawn from Bur ope • He 

agreed to lower the numl::er of Niia based SS-20 warheads from 

513 to 100 WhiCh was to l::e equally matChed by U~-based 

missiles. He became also ready to freeze SS-21 and SS-23 

shorter range missiles in Europe and to negotiate their 

reductioo. Approving these offers, Ronald Reagan proposed 

intrusive verification neasures including on site inspection 

and suggested not removal but destruction of the missiles. 

po yeryai no pro~ryai (Trust but verify} was Ronald Reagan •s 

favourite proverb. Mikhail Garbachev on his part agreed. 

However, this SUliillit too collapsed on the question 

of SDI though there was a significant shift in the soviet 

position. Ronald Reagan was not inclined to accept Mikhail 

Gorbachev•s interpretation of the ABM 'Ireaty, nor was be 

ready to withstand any effoct to 'kill' or do away with his 

favourite • Star War • progranmes • 'lhe problem was that the 

Soviets kept moving toward u.s. positions. The Reagan 

administration's solution, apparently, was to keep raising 



the minimtJ'CI. 
8 

Mikhail Gorbacbev tack a tough stand. 'lhe Soviets 

11did not want to allow Ronald Reagan 1 s supporters to claim, 

as they had after the Geneva Jreeting that standing tall and 

holding firm had paid off and that l-iikhail Gorbachev had 

kunckled under the President•. 9 '!he Reagan administration •s 

negotiatjng strategy carne under sharp criticism. '!be sWTillit 

toac place almost entirely on Gorbachev•s tenns. 'lhus, 

"the Reykjavik encounter was, in a sense, Gorbachev•s revenge 

for the Geneva SUilltlit of the previous year" •10 To put it 

bluntly, •the encounter at Reykjavik was an elaborate minuet, 

part propaganda, part negotiating manoeuvre. Both nations 

approaChed the meeting in an attempt to put the other on 

the wrong foot in the eyes of the most impcctant target 

audiences, the people, legislators and the news media of 

11 western Surcpe and North America". But many scholars did 

not suppcc t Gorbachev 's diplana tic scyle and Charged Mikhail 

Gorbaebev with lack of farsightedness Which could not 1::e 

dismissed totally. ~evertheless•, as Pick maintained, 

"Gorba.Chev has tried. At least, this is the impression he 

8 P. Eduard Haley, "You Could have said Yess LessQls 
from Reykjavik., orw (Philadelphia) I vol. 31, no. 2, 
Spring 1987 I P• 95. 

9 Michael Mandelbaum and Stronbe Talbott, •Reykjavik 
and Beyond•, Foreian A£faira (New York) , vol. 65, 
no. 2, Winter 1986/87, P• 219. 

10 Ibid., P• 217. 

11 P. Sduard Haley, no. 8, p. 95. 
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12 
has managed to convey". 

'!he pace of disarmament increased slowly but steadily 

year after year. 1987 marked a l:reakthrougb in the histoty 

of the arms-eontrol efforts. .\ key move was that, for the 

first time in histcry, an entire class of already deployed 

weapons (plus non-deployed QleS) was eliminated fran the 

arms arsenals. •s1nce the super po~rs could not agree on 

limits for strategic -or space-based \oteapons, the INF agreement 

Was held hostage, though the two sides "Were not far apart 

on this issue. Gorbacbev• s concession broke the logjam". 13 

Mikhail Gorbaehev repeatedly asserted "the task of ensuring 

security is increasingly seen as a political problem, and 
14 

it can only be resolved by political means". 

A treaty was signed between the u.s ·A· and erstwhile 

u.s .s .R. on the elimination of their intermediate-ranc;e and 

shor~r-range missiles (INF treaty) in Washington on 

.December 8, 1987. It was ratified in the MoScow Sunmit of 

1988. 'Ibe 1NF treaty required the u.s -A· and former u.s .s .R. 

12 Otto Pick, 'iiow serious is Gorbaehev about Arms 
Control•, !9£ld T~ (London) 1 vol. 45, no. 4, 
~il 1989, P• 68. 

13 Brue D. Berkowitz, •An INF Treaty Discredits AI'IDB 
Control and Promotes Conflict• 1 OI:bis (Philadelphia) 1 

vol. 32, no. 2, Winter 1988, p. 119. 

14 Mikhail Gorbachev I PgJ.it!£al Reo <X t gf S;be crsu 
Cqnrn,itt;ee to the 27th Party Conq&:muz (Moscow, Novosti 
Press, 1~86), p. 81. 
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to throw into history •s wastebin 2695 int:enrediate-ran£e 

ground-launChed missiles with ranges between 1,000 and 5,500 

kilometres and ground-launChed shorter range missiles betneen 

soo and 1000 kilometres. The u.s.s.R. had to scrap 1836 

missiles and the u.s.A. had to destroy 867 missiles. 15 

Although the treaty did not require the el1mipation of 

any warhead per se, a result of the treaty never.theless was 

the removal of some 2200 warheads from deployed missiles, 

including 100 u.s. warheads on the 72 west German Pershin<;i 

16 1a missiles. 'lbe treaty ruled out the right 1 to prodtX:e, 

flight-test a launch any intermediate-range missiles 1
, •any 

shor t:er-range missiles • or any stages of such missiles 

{Article VI). But it prohibited neither research nor develop-

ment. 'lbus on this point the INF treaty was not ccxrprebensive 

and radical. lt was significant for following reasons, 

{ i) The treaty represented a fundamental change in the 

Soviet foreign policy towards the Atlantic alliance 

in general and its ~st Eurq:>ean canponent in particular. 

GorbaChev considered the situation in need of redress 

and acted accordingly. In doing so he not only 

corrected a profound mistake of his predecessors, but 

be also exploited the situation for treaking new ground 

15 For details of the treaty see, Slf!U ):"e~ 19{!8 
~ld .v:maJoon.t and Pisarmarnent {New Yarks Oxford 
University Press, 1988), PP• 395-489. 

16 ifffi§ Cpntrol iQday, vol. 18, no. 11, 1988, lNF 
Supplement, p. 1. 
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in arms control. 

( 2) He also accepted the fact that .. the Soviet Union had 

more to reduce than the u.s • 1 thereby acknowledging 

that it is capabilities that count rather than 

nlllll:ers". 17 

{3} 'lhe acceptance of most comprehensive verification 

scheroo 1 at the centre of WhiCh lay very intrusive and 

discriminate on-site inspection arrangements and the 

exchange of all available data 1 marked a genuine 

breakt:hrwgh in arms control. Garbachev brace the 

traditional deeply rooted Soviet preference for safety. 

{4) In almost dramatic way, the INF testified to Garbachev•s 

leadership over the military. With Harshal sergei 

Akbrc.mayev (then Chief of General Staff of u.s .s .R.) 

serving in that function, Gorbachev•s intentions 

became even more tangible since Akhromeyev was not 

known to be supportive of a bold arms control 

18 approaCh. 

( 5) With the INF treaty 1 Mikhail Gorbachev strengthened 

his position vis-a-vis critics of his new course in 

that he could claim to have turned oc ic;inally anti

Soviet and anti-arms control policy of President 

Reagan and the u.S .-Soviet arms control impasse into 

a productive arms control approach. 

17 SIPBl Yearbook 1988 World Armament apd pisa&:,ma.men,t 
(New Yorks Oxford lhiversity Press 1 1988), p. 4. 

18 Fa:- details see, D .R. Herspring, -Marshal Akhrcmeyev 
and the Future of soviet Armed Forces• 1 §uryiyiU, 1 

28{6) I PP• 524-35. 
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In agreeing to the lNF treaty, l-1ikhail GorbaChev 

could claim to have turned a major mistake of his predecessor'~& 

into a maximwn political advantage at minimal cost. While 

for some, •the lNF treaty would result in a missing rung 

in the ladder of the escalation• 19 , for others "it is useless 

as the INF negotiations addzess only a fraction of eaCh 

other • s nuclear forces. Concessions have reen made with 

the knowledge t.~at the INF treaty will not f~damentally 

alter the overall super power military balance•. 20 However, 

the treaty was an acknowledgemoot of the fact that nuclear 

doctrine could never be • tuned finely enough to permit a 

specially detailed response to any level of actual conflict". 21 

We are not initiating a debate here an how good or bad was 

the INF treaty. But in simple terms - as a Frenchman would 

say - 'Les mleux est l'enremi du bi~ • - we should not 

neglect any thing good that has been achieved simply because 

of the reason that our desi.J:e to achieve sanethin9 ~tter 

has not bam materialized • 

.f.Q§.t-INF pe vel opmen tJi 

During 1988, there was a significant downgrading and 

shift in the soviet long-range cruise missile programne. 

19 W.K .s:. Ponofsky, "Limited success, Limited Prospects", 
BulleUn of the Atomic Scientist§ (Chicago) , vol. 44, 
no. 3, March 1988, p. 35. 

20 Michael R. Gordon, "INF , A Hollow Victory•, Fqreign 
Policy (washington, D.C.), Fall 1989, p. 160. 

21 E.P. Pe~unin, IIConmitment to •star Wars• has thwarted 
Reyjavik•s AChievements•, 'nle Teles;ga,ph (Calcutta) 
Dec. 9, 1989, p. 9. 
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e.g. two ground-launChed missiles under development, the 

subsonic sse - X-4 and supersonic sse - X-5 were banned 1:¥ 

the INF treaty and their developments were halted. 
22 

Continuing the pace of disarmament, President Mikhail 

Gorbachev on 7 December, 1988 told United Nations General 

Assembly that the soviet armed forces would be unilaterally 

cut by 500,000 soldiers and 10,000 tankers 1:¥ 1991. In this 

speech, Gorbachev announced a nwnber of specific and general 

(a} removul of six tank divisions fran the GDR I Czechoslo-

vakia and HWlgary, and removal of 50,000 men and 

5,000 tanks from Eastern Europe; 

·(b) removal of assault - landing and riwr crossing 

trocps and their equipnen t fran Eastern Europe; 

(c) reduction of s,ooo tanks in ~stern Soviet Union; 

(d) reduction of 8,500 artillery guns; 

(e) reducticn of 800 canbat aircraft; 

(f) restructuring of the remaining forces in Eastern 

Kurope into a defensive pasture; 

(g) removal of a major pcrtion of forces fr001 Hongolia, and 

(h) conservation of two or three defence plants fran 

military to civilian use in 1989,. 

22 tilFRl Yearbook 1982 World A.rmarnente and pi§arznamen.t 
(New Yorks oxford lhiversity Press, 1989), p. 21.; 
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The new defence posture and the unilateral cuts, 

followed the adoption of a new military doctrine cy the 

Soviet Union. In his 27th Party Congress speech in February 

1986, Gorbacbev had espoused a new concept of military 

•reasonable sufficiency • a concept WhiCh came to mean 

achieving 'parity at a lower level'. The concept of 

reasonable sufficie.ncy as a new military doctrine Was 

formally unveiled at a rooeting of the Warshaw Treaty organi

sation on 28-29 May, 1987 in East Berlin. The new doctr i.ne 

was advanced as purely 'defensive' with forces to be 

maintained that are sufficient for defence to •reliably 

repel• aggressa:s. While CQltinuing to call for a •counter

defensive • in the face of attack, it included a pledge not 

to be the first to use military force. 
23 

Dur in9 Marshal 

Akhomeyev•s visit to the lhib:d States in 1988 he "insisted 

that the new doctrine means the Soviet Union will initially 

remain on the defensive for about t~nty days While trying 

to negotiate peace. If that fails, soviet forces will 

have to launCh a •counter-offensive • ... 24 'lhe doctrine also 

identified no specific enemy and introduced a major 

component - •a system of basic views on tho prevention of 

war • - an aim not mentioned in previous doCtrines and 

23 Ibid. 

24 w.s. Odom, "Soviet Military Doctrine", Fare,!gn 
Affairs {New York), vo1. 67, no. 2, Winter 1988/89, 
p. 13o. 
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25 
considered to belong to the sphere of diplunacy • 

AS per conditions of INF treaty, 1:¥ the end of 1989, 

all the land-based shorter-range '500 to lOOO k.m. range} 
26 

missile systems were removed and destroyed. 1989 was 

important far one more thing. Mikhail Garbad1ev• s first 

neeting with Ronald Reagan•s successor, George Bush, at .Malta 

in Decenrer 1989 officially announced an end to the cold war. 

Both sides fulfilled the elimination target for 1990 

comfortably. AS on 1 Decemter, 1990, of a total1846Soviet 

missiles only 66 remained far elimination While equivalent 

figures for lSA were 180 out of 846 missiles. Mikhail 

Garbaebev persuaded u.s .A. to cease the production of 

plutonium for its nuclear arsenals. 

on 1 Jwe, 1990, the United States and soviet union 

concluded an agreement on destruction and non-production 

of chemical weapons and on measures to facilitate the multi

lateral convention a1 banning chemical weapons. Both countries 

pledged to begin the destruction no latter • than 31 Decern:ter 

1992' 'Article VI) and to 'reduce and limit 'their} chemical 

weapons • so that • its aggregate quantity does not • exceed 

s~ooo tons• 1:¥ no later than 31 December 2002 (Article VI). 

25 L. Goure, .. The Soviet Strategic Review•, ~tegic 
Review, Fall, 1988, p. 83. 

26 For details see Stephen Iwan Griffiths, "The 
Implementation of the IMF TreatY' in SIPRI Yearbook 
1990 World Armaments and pisarmamen,t {New Yorks Oxford 
University Press 1 1990) 1 pp. 443-58. 



The agreement also provided for data and verification. 27 

'Ibe Conventional Armed Forces in Europe {CFE) Treacy 

Which was signed on 19 November 1990, represented the first 

major international agreement on reduction of conventional 

armaments. 'lhe treaty covered battle tankS, armoured combat 

vehicles, artillery coml:at aircrafts and attack helicopters 

deployed J:¥ 22 NATO and w.ro countries on land t:err itory 

between the Atlantic ocean and the ural River;caspian sea 

NATO and the WTO ~Which was diSmantled later) compromising 

a vast majority of the wccld•s strongest industrial pa\tw1ers 

made the treaty a unique step forward. Together with the 

CSBM {Confidence and Security Building Measures) Document 

signed in Vienna, the 22 states suceeeded in providing for 

reduction and transparency and thus inputting military 

substance to the politiCal comnitment of letting military 

reality reflected under the renunciation of force principle. 

Had GorbaChev not actively participated, the negotiation 

would not have become feasible. 

START xreaty 

'lbe START {Strategic Arms Reduction Talks) Treaty was 

signed between Mikhail Gorbachev and George Bush on July 

31st, 1991 in Moscow. This treaty was significant fran 

several angles. It was the first arms-control treaty that 

27 SIPR1 Yea.rbo9k 1991 World N~ aod Plsarmamen:t 
~New Yorks Oxford University Press, 1991), p. xxxiii. 
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reduced loog..range offensive nuclear "Weapons. 'lbe u.s. 

strategic nuclear warheads <Eclined cy 20-25 per cent and 

the Soviet strategic nuclear warheads cy 30-35 per cent. 

Ballistic missiles warhead reductions amounted to 35 per oent 

for the u.s .A. and some so per cent for the u.s .s .R. The 

Soviet Union's 308 SS-18 heavy lCBHs 'here cut by half, 

leaving 154 SS-1Ss with 1540 warheads in place. The treaty 

also fare closed options for expanding the soviet heavy 

Inter Continental Ballistic Hi.ssile {lCBH) force by banning 

new types, mobile missiles and downloading. 'Ibese rreasures 

plus the 4900-warhead· limit on ballistic missiles and a cut 

in soviet ballistic missile throw w-~ight by 46 per cent were 

in tended to encourage both sides, but especially the u.s .s .R. 

to reduce reliance on Mul tjple Independently Targetable 

Re-entry Vehicled {NIRVed} lCBMs that made attractive 

targets. In addition, the treaty pranoted a shift to 

strategic bombers because they were considered unsuitable 

for a first strike. 'lbe literal counting rules for bombers 

with gravity bombs and SR.A.Ms {Short Range Attack Nissiles} 

and the heavy discounts granted for Air Lau:1ched Cruise 

His sile {ALCl"i.} carrying bombers, expressed this des ,ire to 

limit the gr<:Mth of ICBM forces. 

The treaty limited the number of warheads on deployed 

mobile ICBMs to 1100; the nUillter of non-deployed missiles 

flight-tested rail-mobile lau:1Chers to 110 of "-bieh not 

more than 18 might be used for ra~l-rnobile lCBMs. ln 
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addition, the treaty imposed detailed liJnitations on the 

movement of deployed mobile ICBHs. 

The START treaty set a series of major monitoring 

tasks, suCh as monitoring by number and type of, 

(a) deployed silo...based lCBMs, 

( b} both deployed and non-deployed mobile ICBMs, and 

their launchers, 

(c} deployed ballistic missile launching submarines, 

their launChers and d3ployed SLBMs, 

(d) depl~ed heavy bombers that could and could not carry 

A.L~1; 

(e) previously nuclear equipped heavy lx:Jnl:ers that no 

longer carry nuclear weapons, and 

(f) missiles, launchers cr bombers eliminated in acccrdance 

with treaty limits. In addition, verif~cation included 

moni ta: ing the aggrega ~ numl:er of warheads on treaty

linked ballistic and cruise missiles, and their aggre_ 

gate throw-weight~ 

The Protocol on Inspections and Coo tinuous Honi tor ing 

Activities governed all activities rela~d to regular inspec

tions, suspect si~ inspection and continuous monitoring of 

mobile ICBM production facili t:ies. It determined the rights 

of the inspecting party and the duties of inspecting side. 

The START verification regirre proved invaluable for 

verifying the present treaty. Its provisicns could be 

expanded with relative ease. 'Ibis would increase the tasks of 
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inspectors rut would make it more complicated in principle. 

nte START treaty was the last cold war strategic 

nuclear arms control treaty, rut the first treaty of a new 

era. A few rationale are offered in suppor:t of this view. 

First, the START treaty encapsulated the principle of 

strategic force reductions. Despite the fact that the ~TART 

treaty or cut forces largely considered to te redundant, 

it did introduce the icea of cutting, rather than limiting 

stratec;;ic forces. With the START treaty in place, it would 

be extremely difficult for one side to justify growth in 

strategic forces in a post-cold war environment. Second, 

the treaty provided transparency of existing and predictability 

of future strategic forces in the former Soviet Union at a 

time When the new republics are undergoing profOWld changes 

at all levels. Third, the treaty could serve as a spring

board for larc;er nuclear reductions. A successcr treaty 

START-II was quickly negotiated and it.s provisicns were 

acconmodated in the START verification regime. 

From the above discussicn, we can say that Hfr..hail 

Gorbachev had largely teen successful in the fulfill.ment 

of his objectives set up cy New 'lbinking, With the tools of 

disarmament diplomacy. Undoubtedly, Garbaehev•s perscnality 

was responsible for ~ing the west to accept him as a nessiah 

of peace. Simultaneously, he brought the West to the 

negotiating table. His programnes of world peace were not 

hollow. It had genuine meaning and content. &Xflicity and 

openness were the hallmarks of his disarmanent diplomacy. 
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Mikhail Gorbachev' s diplomacy with other countries 

had the basic aim of disarmament, global peace and security. 

A clear and transparent analysis of his adlievements must 

be made with reference to his attitude tOW'ard differmt 

sets of countries. 



Chapter lV 

GORBAQiEV 1S ATl'l TUDE T21!A..RUS U,S ,A,, E:UROPE 
AlliLJHLRD if2..,~ 

For a more adequate understanding of Nikhail 

Gorbachev• s contribution to international .relations, it is 

necessary to examine his attitude towards the rest of the 

world. Gorbachev believed that a major acceleration of 

Soviet Union's socie-economic development was needed to avoid 

falling further behind the iest. He clearly identified 

technological backwardness as the main threat to the future 

of the Soviet Union. He stressed that the problem could 

not be resolved without reform and attacked earlier efforts 

to improve the situation without making real changes. 

Gorbachev's attitude towards the developed countries was 

determined by these considerations. 

Gorbachey and u~. 

The basic aim of Hi.khail Gorbachev While dealing with 

u.s.;._ was to maintain the peace and tranquilJ.ty in the 

world. At tie sazre tilre, be had in his mind economic aid 

fran U.s • .A. But, first of all, there was the problem of 

COliinunication. Hence, he writes, "we do not comnunicate 

enough with one another, we do not understand one another 

well enough, and ....e do not even respect one another enough.-

Certain forces have done a great deal to bring about such 

a state of affairs. 1-iany lili.sconceptions have built up to 
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1 
hamper cooperaticn and stand in the way of its <Evelopment". 

He further says, "Attempts to build relations on dictatorial 

practices, violence and corrrnand hardly succeed even at this 

point. 'lbey soon would not succeed at all. The process of 

grasping the new realities is not a simple one. It requires 

eve:rybody•s time and effort. But once started, that process 

will go. ~ must learn to listen to one another, and to 

understand one another". 
2 

To narrow down this gap in mutual unoors tanding, 

several SUITUTlits were held ret\-.een •·.iiKhail Gor.bachev and L7 
• .:2. 

Presidents 1 Ronald Reagan and George Bush. During these 

sumrnits, the issue of disarmament was discussed in details. 

We have already examined disarmarnent issues as discus.sed 

at these surrmits in the preceding chapter. Disarmaroont was 

not the only contentious issue. Leaders of both countries 

differed on other issues, such as, human rights, economy I 

etc. 

Fran the :beginning I Mikhail Gorbachev diSplayed the 

willingness to cooperate with the wrest. The Comnunist Party 

Politbureau allowed joint wntures in Decemter, 1986. lt 

stipulated that at least 51~ of the capital was to re 

Soviet controlled. u.s.A. appreciated this step of U.!;l.s.R.3 

l Mikhail Gorbachevl ~troika; ~ew Tb.;Lnkins for 
.Q..YL.CQUI1~Y and the World \London, Fontana;collins, 
1988) I PP• 211-12. 

2 Ibid., p. 213. 

3 ~lY New~, 20 January 1 1988. 
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Tb:! Washington Swrunit { 1990) l:etween George Bush 

and Hikhail Gorba.chev was a failure of the economic diplomacy 

of Mikhail Gorbacbev. He had teen hoping to return with an 

economic package wt this hope was dashed by Lithuanian 

crisis. Earlier, Bush was ready to announce an economic 

package for u.s.s.R. But, ~ later indicated that he was not 

willing to drcp trade barriers against the soviet Ulion 

until Gorbacl"ev made a deal with Lithuania. 

On the issue of economic aid, there was a debate. 

Ultimately, u.s.A. agreed to provide grain worth of~ 1.5 

bill ion to u.s .s .R. to avoid the total collapse of the Soviet 

4 farm system. ln June 1991, Presi<Ent Bush announced rela-

xation of legal constraints on soviet trade to Moscow•s 

new liberal emigration law. On the other hand, u.s • .A. 

seeked concrete action on introduction of a market econcmy 

and major reforms such as the recognition of private property 

and overhaul of Soviet distribution and prJ.Cing systems. 

u.s ·A 1 S persuasion led to pledge of ~ 24 billion 

assistance to U.s.s.R. through the international organisations 

and the World Bank. At the London Sumnit of G-7 1 repeated 

plaintively, "we want to be properly understood • • • • We 

are going through tough time". 5 Here, u.s. President 

George Bush tried to mitigate the disappointment of .t-iikhail 

4 International Herald Tr ib\lne 1 3 September 1 1991. 

5 Times (Len don} 1 18 July, 1991. 
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Gorbachev. He said that Garbachev was trying more to explain 

hiJnself, to explain the pressures that he was up aqainst -

the pressures of history. He promised that industrialized 

nations would try to help in every practical reforms. 

The issue of hwnan rights was a contentious rna tter 

between u.s .A. and u.s .s .R. in the initial days of Nikhail 

Gorbach9v. 'lbe soviet Union and u.s .A. clashed at Ottowa 

·human rights conference (1985) over how muCh the issue shoold 

be considered a country • s internal affair. soviet delegate 

Vsevolod Safinsky told the neetin9 that the soviet thion 

rejected attempts to interfere in Moscow's internal affairs. 

He ~aid, "we have paid with oor lives against any int:ervmtion 
6 . 

in country" • The u.s • representative M ichae 1 A.r rna cos told 

delegates, ttwe have still here echoes of the view rights 

so that practices should not be the subject of international 

concern and discuss ion •. 
7 

One of the guidelines Which was supposed to fulfill 

by the U.s.s.R. While negotiating with u.s •A• was - soviet 

adherence to international agreemants such as Helsinki -

that guarantee human rights, including emigration, relJ.gious 

8 warship and expression. 

6 Bangladesh Ob6erver (Dacca) , 12 May, 1985. 

7 Ibid. 

8 lnterzmtiooal Herald Tribune, 28 April, 1989. 
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~hasizing upon economic diplomacy, Mikhail 

Gorbachev says I "we have failed to do many good things 

together because of suspicion and lack of confidence. 

Alienation is an evil. Besides, economic contacts provide 

the material basis for polit.ical rapproacblrent. AConomic 

contacts create mutual interests helpful in politics. If 

we boast our trade and economic relations and continue the 

cultural process currently going on, even if it is slower 

than we would like, we shall be able to build confidence 

between our coW'ltries. But the United Sta~s has createv. 

many obstacles in the economic field". 9 Hence, we see 

characteristics of explic ity in Gorbachev' s personal~ ty. 

He did not hesitate in passing adverse comments if it ·was 

required. 

Gorbachev 1 by the influen~ of his personality made 

u.s. policy makers to learn many things. It would not be 

out of place to quote Huber Who enur.lerates the following 

inf 1 uenc es , 

(1) 11 1be advantages of a renew'Ed emphasis on ~.5. 

ideological hostil~ty in conducting relations with 

the Soviet Union ~re outwei<; ted by its disadva:1ta<;€s 1 

particularly While the proopects far reducing tensions 

oot\..een the U.S. and Soviet Union were improving. 

9 Nikhail Gorbachev, n. 1 1 pp. 22-23. 
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( 2) The cc:nduct of foreign policy in a framework dani.

nated by East-~;Cst considerations overesti.ma~d both 

u~. and soviet influence in the international envl.ron-

ment, particularly in the developing world, and thus 

led to unproductive uses of military power that actually 

may have undermined u.s. foreign policy objectives. 

(3) The President's ability to obtain dorrestic consensus 

on the conduct of relations with the soviet Union has 

becorre increasingly difficult. Such a consensus 

requires the active support of the legislature, Which 

in the 1980s did not endorse many of the President's 

strategies for achieving his articulated foreign 

policy goals. Congress • own analytic capabili tjes, 

as ~11 as its willingness to exercise broad foreign 

policy powers, extended to dealing directly with 

soviet foreign policy elites. 

( 4) Persatal diplomacy betlo.een u ~. and soviet leaders 

is an inportant element in the resolution of differences 

and the expansion of possible pararreters of cooperatior.. 

If formal policy objectives are to be more fully 

achieved, a network of leadership cOlTTiunication is 

required. u 10 

10 Robert T. Huber, "Perestroika and u.s .-Soviet 
Relationsa The Five Year Plan-No one Devised" I in 
Harley Balzer, Five Yesrs That shod) 1;,be worJ:,£ s 
Garbacbev•s Unfi,nisl'Pd Re.Y.£luticm ~Boulder, u.s .A. a 
W3stv:iew Press, 1991), pp. 170-71. 
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In this way, we find that Gorbachev •s diplomacy with 

u.s .A. was a miXture of ups and downs. Most of the tine 

Gorbacbev showed yielding tendency. Though, be faced boldly 

in early days, however, he could not do it for long. 

Gorbachev agd W~s.tern Europe 

Hikhail Gorbachev• s diplomacy with Europe witnessed 

many ups and downs due to geo-Political changes in Europe. 

There was erosion of socialist ideology in u.s.s.R•s bastion 

i.e. &astern Europe, west Germany and East Germany were 

united. 

When Mikhail Gorbachev became General secretary of 

the CPSU, he was aware that :B:urope had become a rather 

different place from the Europe depicted in official soviet 

pronouncements and writings. Indeed, he had regun this 

learning proeess well before becoming the Soviet leader. 

AS a result both of his diScussions with specialists at the 

various institu~s of the ACademy of sciences and of his 

own personal travels in western Europe, his un<Erstanding of 

~uropean develcpmen ts was consider ably more sop his tic a ted 

than that of his ageing prececessors. He knew that the 

unprecedented military build up under Leonid Brezhnev 1 

out of all proportion to reasonable Soviet security needs, 

had significantly damaged Soviet interests in both halves 

of Europe and that this aspect of Soviet policy had to be 

11 
addressed i.Innediately. 

11 Angela Stent, 'Garbachev and Ruropes An Accelerated 
Learning Curve' in, Harley D. Balzer 

1 
ed., F ~ X 

'lbat S]}ook the War 1d Garbachev•s UnfinishedRevo~on 
~Boulders WAs liestview Press, 1991). - -



Gorbaehev paid great attention to the two big p~rs 

of Western Rurcpe,. viz., France and United Kingdom. The 

great significance of France i.S proved by his first trip 

abroad as General secretary of the cPSU central Conmittee 

to France in OCtober 1985. But a year earlier he had visited 

Britain in Decemrer 1984 as the bead of a delegaticn of 

u.s.s.R. supreme soviet. 12 During that time Mrs. Margaret 

Thatcher, then British Prime Minister had said of hims 

"You can do busioess with him 11 
•
13 Unlike his predecessors, 

he had not tried to bully the \est Suropeans but tried to 

convince them of his reasonableness. 

France had been a spa:ial target of Mikhail Gorbachev' s 

attention. Comnenting on his Paris visit, the Economist 

{London) noteds •There were touches of flattery, While Mr. 

Gorbachev quoted Victor Hugo and Saint Sxupery, his wife 

Raisa diSplayed her penchant for PariSian chic. There was 

lravado1 may 1:2 even l:ravecy in his willingness to face off_ 

the-cuff questions by ~stern journalists in a televised 

interview on the eve of his visit, and in the press conferanca 

at its end. Mr. Gorbachev Was presenting himSelf as a 

3uropean among &uropeans. All in all, it was well done" •14 

So, in this way 1 he tried his best to iJDprove relations witt'-! 

France. He had acknowledged the power and capacity of 

12 Hikhail Gorbachev, feres,t{Q;ij}.a New 'lbink,ing fgr 2.~ 
Country and the WorJ.d {LondQls FontanajCollins, 1988) 1 

p. 190. 

13 Francis T. Hiko, "Nenty-Seventh Party Congress and 
the I1ast"1 Suryival {Londcn) 1 vol. 28, no. 4, July/ 
August 1986, P• 293. 

14 lbid. 1 P• 293. 
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France. 

Now, "We must talk about disarmarnent in &urOpe for 

Which l·:ikhail Gorbachev is still remerntered. After Reykjavik, 

he met with the heads of governr.en t of a number of ~st 

:S:uropean NATO countries, narrely Paul Schluter of Denmark, 

Rudolph l-ubbers of the Netherlands, Gro Harlem Brundtland 

of Norway 1 Steingri..'Tiur Hermannsson of Ireland, and with 

Amin tore F anfani and. Giulio .Andreotti 1 represen tc. tives of 

Italian leadership to discuss Surope and disarmament. The 

soviet U:1ion and its allies proposed 1n JW1e 1986 rreasures 

for drastic cuts in men and material of NAro and Warsaw 

Pact - a reduction of 1,00,000 to 150,000 rren and a 25~~ cut 

in air and land forces. In Fe:bruary 1987 1 •·j ikhail Gorbachev 

proposed an initiative to resolve the Euro missile tangle. 

By embracing zero option Gorbachev challenged t~ comnitm€n t 

of the west to the zero option. Later on, he proposed to 

Withdraw those shorter-range missiles Which had been 

~ployed in GlR and Czechoslovakia in res pons= to ,.\ITer ican 

Pershing and cruise deployrrent. In nutsh8ll, he did his 

best to erase the line that diviood ~st surope from East 

Europe. 

Mikhail Gorbachev also recognized the significance of 

European integration and the success of the &uropean Comnunity 

\EC}, <Espite official soviet disparagement and non

recognition of the EC as an institution. Since 1957, 

sov:Let ccmnentatars had been predictjng the imminent demise 
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of the Conmunity, and Brezbnev•s grudging recognition of 

the RC in 1972 and the subsequent desultocy and inte.rmittent 

talks between 01&1. and the EC had done little to change 

soviet policy. Gorbachev viewed the sc as a potential model 

for the Soviet Union and Eastern .:;urope in two wa,ys. First 

the success of economic integration, <Espite tensicns within 

the Comnunity, was a striking contrast to the weakness of 

CM&A. second, the prospect of a thriving single market 

maee him aware that tl:"te u.s .s .R. and its partners woold 

become increasingly isolated both from West European economic 

developments and fran the revolution in high technology if 

the relaticnship between the Soviet Union and tte EC did 

not improve. 11Gorbachev also viewed the EC as a political 

model, thus eemonstrating that countries which for ~enturies 

had :been adversaries could reconcile politically. France 

and Germany were the obvious candidates in this respect, 

in sharp ccntrast to the fostering national hatreds within 
15 

and between the CH&A nations". 

l>iikhail Garbachev apparently learned a third lesson 

before he becane the leader of the soviet Union that the 

attempts under Leonid Brezh~v to drive wedges between the 

United States and its European partners, especially over 

the issue of intermediate nucleaJ: force ( INF} deployments, but 

failed. Despite all th:l endanic tensions, Within the Atlantic 

15 Angela Stent, n. 1l., p. 143. 
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Alliance it was much stronger than its carununist counter-

part. 

Furthermore, Garbachev talked of cooperation in eaCh 

and every field. He highlighted the economic, scientific 

and technological potential of Europe Which according to him 

was tremendous. •It is dispersed, and the farce of repulsion 

betwe~ the Rast and the ~st of the continent is greater than 

that of attraction. However, the current state of affairs 

economically 1 both in the west and in the &ast, and their 

tangible prospects, are such as to enable sane parts of 

Europe to the benefit of all ... 16 He did not stop here. 

He talked of •suropean home •. The building of the .. Bur opean 

home• required a material fQ.mdation - constructive cooperation 

in many different areas. ·~, in the Soviet Union, are 

prepared far this including the need to search for new 

forms of cooperation such as the launching of joint ventures, 

the implementation of joint projects in third countries 

etc." 17 

In one of Garbachev's first pronouncements on 

European question, he stressed that the soviet Union was 

a European power and emphasized a phrase taken from Leonid 

Brezhnev 1 •our cannon European home •. The concept of a 

16 Mikhail Gorbachev 1 n. 1, p. i97. 

17 Ibid., P• 204. 
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conmon European home had elici~d much analysis in both the 

East and tie west. 18 Mikhail Gorbachev endeavoured to 

clarify the concept of a comnon home. He said, 11 the hone 

is common, that is true but each family has its own apartnent, 

and there are differmt entrances too. But it is together, 

collectively and by following the sensible norms of co-

ex is t:ence that the Auro_peans can save their home, protect 

it against a conflagration and other calamit-jes, make it 

better and safer, and maintain it in pro~r order" • 19 ln 

the first few years, the Soviets viewed the concept as a 

rreans of encouraging western Europe to contribute to tw 

economic ~velopman t of Eastern Europe,. implying. that t~.re 

wou1 d re a gradual rapproachmen t be tween both halves of 

Europe that might culminate in the unif icution of Germany. 

AS events in Europe unfol~d, officials• statements on the 

United States changed. In July 1989, during his landmark 

speech to the Council of Europe, Gorbacbev ~clared, "the 

USSR and the United States are a natural part of the 

Suropean international political structure. And their 

participation in its evolution is not only justified, but 

historically conditioned". 20 Horeover, his chief foreign 

policy adviser, Aleksandr Yakovlev, had hinted even earlier 

18 For discussion of the evolution of this concept, see 
Neil .Malcolm, "The Canmon European Hane and soviet 
Policy,., l,nternatjqlgl .Affai£§., vol. 65, no. 4, Autumn 
1989 I PP. 659-76. 

19 Hikhail Gorbachev, n. 1, p. 195. 

20 Angela Stent, n. 11, P• 144. 
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that there should be .&astern rooms in comnon horre. 

Hence 1 we can say that Gorbacbev used his skill in 

making good rapport with was tern Rurcpe. He was successful 

in his arnbi tion. Now 1 we shall examine Mikhail Gorbachev' s 

relationship with Eastern Burope. 

Gorbachev and Eastern ~ur~ 

The crumbling East European house proved impossible 

to put in order. Gorbachev •s learning process vis-a-vis 

Eastern Bur ope was much slower and more painful than tre 

learning process in western Europe, for the obvious reason 

that the Soviet stake in Eastern .&urcpe was much greater. 

Learning meant, in effect, giving up soviet control and 

reversing a forty-year old c:Efinition of soviet security. 

"Soviet leadership correctly perceived that Wherea.s it had 

everything to gain by changing its relationship with 

-~estern Bur~, it had much to lose by redefining its ties 

with Eastern Europe". 21 

Initially, Gorbachev' s conments on tba relationship 

between the former Soviet Union and Eastern Rurope were 

cautious. Tl'en in February 1986, at the TWenty-Seventh 

Party Cc:>ngress, Gorbachev by inlplication indicted the 

systems in Eastern Europe as he criticized the soviet systJ;m. 

He failed to nention •socialist {or proletarian) internatio-

21 Ibid., P• 145. 
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nal• in his speech, emphasising "unconditiQlal respect in 

international practice for the right of every people to 

choose the pathS and forms of its developnent". 
22 

Neverttta

less, until ~ middle of 1987, Soviet policy toward Eastern 

Europe CCl'ltinued along traditional lines. By then, Gorbaehev 

apparently understood that his own hopes of restructuring 

the soviet econany could not succeed unless his allies began 

to implement similar neasures. During his April 1987 

visit to Prague, Where 1-e was glorified as a hero by tl'e 

disaffected population, be reiterated that although the 

former soviet Union recognized each socialist country•s 

right to pursue its own path of development, it was necessary 

that the entire socialist alliance system re restructured.23 

This point was emphasized in his books Perestroikas •It 

goes without saying that no socialist country can success-

fully move f<Xward in a healthy rhytl1n without understanding, 

solidarity and mutually beneficial cooperation with other 

fraternal nations, or at tines even without their help". 24 

From 1987 to 1989, the political, military and 

economic situation in Kastern Kurope deteriorated. The 

old leaders became fearful because they thought that 

Gorbachev•s style of reforms would undermine their power. 

That is Why they refuSed to liberalize and their economies 

22 Mikha-il Garbachev, P,9litical B._,epart of ~~ 
Central C~...!t~· 

23 Angela Stent, n. 11, P• 146. 

24 Mikhail Gorbacbev, n. 1, p. 161. 
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later becane crisis-ridden. sconomic problems and growing 

ethnic diff ieulties within the Soviet Union increasingly 

occupied Gorbacbev's attention. Under these cU'cumstances, 

the soviet Union had litUe choice but to move fran its 

conmitment to controlling Eastern Europe to the realization 

that Kastsrn Europe would either have to reform or face ~ 

danger of civil war. Moscow was no longer willing to use 

:lts military to keep the unpq>ular governments in pawer. 

In the fall of 1989, Fa:-eign Ninistry spokesman 

Gennadu Gerasimov sanewhat disingenuously u=rmed this new 

outlook the 'Sinatra Doctrine •, implying that the Soviets 

would permit any Eastern Eurcpean country to develop its way. 

In fact, Gorl:achev himself intervened at a number of stra~gic 

points in Eastern :Surope - in Poland during the fonnation 

of the ~lazowiecki government; in Hungary during september, 

When Hungarians decided to cpen their border with Austria 

to allow 15,000 East German refugees holed up in t~ west 

German Embassy to emigrate; and in tl::e E:ast Germany itself, 

to push reluctant ccxnmunists toward refonn. He was not 

willing to allow his allies to go 'their way• if that 

meant continued repression and adherence to Brezhnev-style 

rule. By the end of 1989, erstwhile Soviet Union had both 

passively and actively allo~d t~ old regimes in Poland, 

Hungary, Czechoslovakia. Bulgaria, &ast Germany. and 

Romania to be overthrown by popular movements. Gorbachev 

did not engineer the revolutions of 1989, but neither d:i.d 

he take a hands-off policy toward them •. 
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By th9 spring of 1990, after the elections of GDR, 

Hungary and Czechoslovakia, Mikhail Gorbac~v had learned 

yet another lesson, possibly the most difficult and important 

lesson of his entire time in off ice. soviet style conmunism 

had failed so badly in Ras~rn Europe that it could not J:e 

salvaged. And if communism could not l::e reformed, it would 

have to go. AS Rduard Shevardnadze said in his remarkably 

frank address to the 28th Party Congress in July 1990, 

.. ls the collapse of socialism in Eas~rn Europe a failure 

of soviet diplomacy'? It would have if our diplomacy had 

tried to prevent changes in the neighbouring countries. 

Soviet diplomacy did not and could not have set out to 

resist the liquidation of those imposed, alien and totali

tarian regimes". 25 

Besides the fall of conmunism in Eastern Europe, 

the Warshaw Pact was disbanded in Prague, Czechoslovakian 

capital, on July 1, 1991. Thus, the military umbrella 

provided by u.s .s .R. was no more available to East European 

countries. 

Gor})achey and GermanY 

W3 nust discuss Gorbacbev•s diplomacy with Germany 

because it was divided into two parts as well as blocs and 

became one of the major powers of Europe af~r unification. 

25 ~ew YQFk T;IJres, July 4, 1990. 
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Perestroika and glasnost had its wide-ranging impact 

in Eastern Rurope. Kast Germany was not untouched by its 

influence. Old leadership was substituted by new leadership. 

Mikhail Gorbachev smt congratulatory telegram to Egcn Krenz 

When he replaced Hcnecker. Soviet Foreign Ministry spokesman 

GennadiiGerasirnov implied that Mikhail Ga:bacbev had warned 

the GDR leadership during his visit to East Berlin for the 

fortieth anniversary of the founding of the GDR that be had_ 

to • go with the tines•. This understatement indicated what 

others had ccnf irrned - namaly, that during his vis it, 

Gorbachev, Who was the object of adula tioo by many demons

trators in East Berlin, gave his approval to the ouster of 

the old regine. However, he anticipated that reformed 

canmunisrn would replace the Stalinist system and that the 

GDR would remain a separate state. 

There was every indication that no one aroWld Hikhail 

Gorbacbev believed that unification would cane as_ quickly 

as it did. Indeed, the Soviets \Ere surprised by tte opening 

of the Berlin Wall and \Ere not directly involved in that 

decisicn. The initial soviet belief seerced to have been 

that reformed c<mnunism, in the person of Hans Modrow (Who 

replacE:d Krmz 1n December 1989) would survive in the GDR 

for some time. When FRG Chancellor Helmut Kohl prcposed 

his ten-Point plan for unif icaticn on Noveml:er 29, 1989 

envisaging a three-step process of contractual canmunity, 

confederative structures, and finally federation, the 

Soviet reaction was negative •. Even E. Shevardnadze had 
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stressed that two German states were necessary for the 

security of Europe. The official Soviet view began to 

soften in late January and by February 10, 1990, Mikhail 

Gorbachev had assured Helmut Kohl that he would do nothing 

to block German unity. 26 Nevertheless, the soviet leadership 

reluctantly adopted this position only When it realized 

that the rapid rnovemen t toward unification was unstoppable. 

Ultimately, ~rmany was unified on October 3, 1990 and the 

first free all German election since 1932 were held on 

December 2, 1990. After diplomatic negotiation, Gorbachev 

accepted united Germany to be in NATO. By this, Gorbachev 

in essence a<bitted that be pz:eferred to have Germany firmly 

anchored in the Western alliance, rat~r than an unrestrained 

27 major power in Kurope. 

Thus, Mikhail Gorbach:!v at times willingly and sane_ 

times unwillingly accepted the things Which normally he 

would not have accepted. sanetimes he seemed to be 

victorious in his goals but at times he had to compromise. 

Anyway, he carried away the carr 1age of diplomccy with 

him. Now, we must exam.ine hiS diplomacy with Third ~•orld 

countries. 

Gorbacb:ly ADd 'l'hi.rsl World 

There was no disagreement among scholars about t~ 

26 Washinqtcn POB_t, January 31, 1990, February 11, 1990. 

27 Angela s,tent, n. 11, P• 151. 
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fact that there has been a d"lange in the Soviet policy 

towards the '1'hird World'. However, there are two groups 

of scholars. One group argued that although Hosco\v's 

policy had undergone soroo modification, the Soviet approach 

to the Third World remained fundamentally the same as before. 

Ho"Wever, members of this group disagreed as to Which factors 

explain the perceived continuity. sare traced it back to 

the tsarist policies that }}ad been reinforced in the Soviet 

era. 28 Others viewed it as t~ product of lingering 

ideological comnitments on the part of the soviet elite. 29 

Still others saw it in terms of recurrent patterns of 

soviet behaviour towards d3velopU!g areas. 30 

A second group asser~d that the al~rations in the 

Soviet policy reflected a basic change in the Soviet 

approach to the Third World, yet there was also no unanimity 

within this group about the reasons for this shift. sorre 

maintained that it resulted from the declining impact of 

ideology on tre soviet perceptions of the Third Uorld. 31 

Others contend3d that it had stemmed essentially from 

28 see, for example, A~'W'in z. Rubinstein, Moscow•s 
Ihird l(Qrld Strategy (Princeton, NJ s Princeton 
University Press, 1988). 

29 A typical illustration is Davids. Papp, Soyiet 
percepticn of tl@ J)eJr!Ploping World :in 1980s;~ 
Ideological Basis ~Lexington; Lexington Books, 1985l. 

3o see, for instance, Francis Fukuyama, .. Patterns of 
Soviet Third world Policy", !!£2l?J.ems of Commyp.i_§ffi 
~Washington, D.C.), vol. 35, no. 3, sept;uct. 1987, 
PP• 1-13. 

31 Jerry Hough, The Struggle for the Th.1rd World; @ox.iet 
DebAtes and American Options (Washington,u.c., 1986). 
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domestic considerations-particularly the need to improve 

the perf crmance of u.s .s • R • s economy • 3 2 

The diplomatic ~als of Gorbacbev with the 'l111rd 

World proved beyond doubt that t~re had been rootamorphic 

change. Since Gorbacb3v's advent to power in early 1985, 

the percenta~ of soviet resources going to •revolutionary 

democracies • declined. For instance, the economic credits 

that Hoscow offered to 16 revolutionary democracies during 

the period 1982-86 amounted to only a little more than 

half of the total that it extended to the Whole of .the 

Third World in these years. On the other hand, the same 

number of •revolutionary democracies • had received a 

substantially larger share of Soviet ccmnitments to the 

'l111rd World during 1980-84 ~~ 7.6 billion of ' 9. 7 billion} • 

The Third World debt ccntinued but the amount was 

reduced. But at times Gorbachev was soft. 'l1lis soft 

cornered attitude of Hikhail Gorbachev was explicit When 

Syria got its ~ 15 billion (approx.} debt rescheduled during 

a visit by Hafez al-ASsad to Moscow in April 1987, in 

addition to receiving commitments for supply of more 

advanced -weapons. Nicaragua and Libya both received new 

comnitments for arms supply during Gorbachev's tenure as 

General secretary, the latter getting SA-5 long range 

32 Jack Snyder I "The Gcrbachev Revolutions A Wanning 
of Soviet KXpansionism" I International security 
(C~idge), Winter 1987-88, PP• 93-131. 
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misSiles in Decem~r 1985. Despite Ligachev's criticism 

of v ietnanese management, tee Soviet Union increased its 

33 
sum idy to Hanoi. 

Before going into further details, \1lle must have a 

glance of the official sanction of the new party programne 

adopted at tb9 27th CPSU Congress in February, 1986. The 

programne stated as1 •The practice of tte USSR relations 

with the liberated countries has shown that there are also 

real grounds for cooperation With young states that are 

travelling the capi ta1ist road. These grounds include a 

comnon interest in the preservation of peace, the strengthen

ing of international security, and the termination of arms 

race. They include tl'e sharpening contradiction bett.een the 

interests of the peoples and the imperialist policy of 

diktat and e:xpansion. They include ~e un<Erstanding 1:¥ 

the young states of the fact that political and ecQlomic 

ties with the Soviet Union facilitate the strengthening 

34 of their independence n • 

Gorbactev•s period saw disenchantJOOnt of soviet 

Union with active involvement in attempts to bolster 

•revolutionaey democracies• militarily When these undertakings 

entailed high costs of the u.s.s .R. cr antagonize the 

33 Francis Fukuyama, n. 30, P• 11. 

34 The Camnunist Party Programne and Party Statutes 
•Final versions•, T}!! Cur[ent Digest of the soy~ 
press, Special Supplement, DecemJ:er 1986. 
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Western powers. Not only did soviet fcxces leave .Afghani

stan in Felruary, 1989 in line with the decision that 

Gorbachev had announced in 1988, but Hoscow also actively 

promoted the accordB that Angola, Cuba and South Africa 

concluded in December 1986. These led to departure of Cubin 

forces from Angola in July 1991 in return for South Africa's 

acceptance of Namibia • s ind~ndenoe. 

Despite these withdrawals, Mikhail Gorbachev sought 

to res\.llre dipl~atic relationships with those countries 

Which had either broken diplomatic ties with Noscow on 

account of rivalryjdiscord or had not yet started them. 

Carrying forward this idea, the Soviet leadership plaYed 

host to Foreign Minister Saud Who ostensibly hea~d a group 

invited by Cornninform. Tre loyalty of sane allies was 

suspected. Sven much seemingly close allies as Vietnam 

cooperated with .l>ioscow on tre basis of political calculation 

rather than fealty to the socialist homeland. 1'hird World 

Harxist...Leninists were also a rather weak group. Only 

Cuba and Vietnam had strong comnunist bastj_ons. 35 

1te must pay special attention to the ASia and 

Pacific region because this region has always :been the 

most important for U.S.s.R. In order to ~velop the Soviet 

Far .&ast, .Lvljkhail Gorbacbev offered foreign companies the 

opportunity to engage in joint ventures, in establishing 

industrial enterprises, e.g.,in Vladivostok whiCh was a 

35 Francis Fukuyama, n. 30, p. 12. 
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closed city to foreigners earlier. In that context, Japan 

being the region • s economic super power, became most 

attractive potential partner. But due to Kurila islands 

dispute, it could not re translated into reality. 

India was the main trading partner ~ Soviet Union 

in ASia. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi was the first forei91 

bead of state to pay an official visit to u.s .S .R. follo\o~ing 

Mikhail Gorbac~v•s appointment as General secretary. 

Gorbachev paid t~ return visit in November 1986 and issued 

the famous 'Delhi Declaration'. 
36 

Shevardnadze's peace offensive in Nay 1987 toac him 

to Australia, Indonesia, Laos, Kampuchea and Vietnam to 

establish a nuclear ftee zone in South Pacific. 

Soviet Union's relationship With China also inlproved. 

Solution of Cambodian tangle led to the improvement of 

relationship between China .and Vietnam. 

Mikhail Gorbac~v• s public diplomacy revealed a 

politician who recognized the futility of seeking military 

goals in the Third World in competition with u.s .A. He 

improved relationship with Sudan after the overthrow of 

President Gaafar Numeiri in a coop in 1985. The relationship 

with Zimbal::lwe also improved. Between 1985-87, the Soviet 

36 Peter Shearman, "Gorbachev and the Third Worlda 
An Era of Reform•, ~d World Quartew, vol. 9, 
no. 4, october 1987, p • 1086. 
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Ulion reestablished ties with Li~r ia and increased economic 

and military ties with Nigeria and Tanzania. 

With Latin .AmeriCa too, GorbaChev iaproved relationsh~p 

by his diplomatic skill. When President Daniel ortega of 

Nicaragua visited Moscow in April 1985, Mikhail Gorbachev 

offered only • diplomatic support• in defending the Nicaraguan 

revolution, a clear message to the Sandinistas that soviet 

leadership is not prepared to offer any direct military 

assistance. lwlik.hail Gorbachev had told the Mexican Foreign 

Minister that he was the sup.?arter of the Contadora peace 

prcx::ess in central America and had no desire to interfere 

in relations bet-ween u.s .A. and Latin America. 

In this way it becane evident that Nikhail Gorbacbev•s 

Third World policy was subordinate to and d3pendent on 

Soviet leader's other more .impartant objectives. The soviet 

national security and state interests took precedence over 

any COillTiitment to socialism in LDCs, With soviet policy 

towards the 'lhird World indeed designed to further these 

interests. 



Chapter V 

So fa,r -we have analysed various aspects of Hikhail 

Gorba.cbev•s diplomacy 1 viz., disarmammt diplomacy 1 diplomacy 

with West (including u.s ·A· and western &urope) , Eastern 

Europe and Third Wa:ld countries. Prior to it w have seen 

his 'New 'lbinking', negotiating style 1 conduct and ~haviour. 

We have also discussed bow Hikhail Gorbacbev was pq>ular 

in the East as well as the west. l t has been noticed bow 

his personality was influential in inducing changes in the 

East as well as the west. ·aut before we conclude our dis-

cussion1 we nust conpare the personality of Mikhail Gorba.chev 

with the perscnality of earlier political leaders of the 

U.s.s.R., viz., Lenin, Stalin, Khrushchev and Brezbnev to 

bring out distinctly the contri.bltion of Gcrba.chev•s 

personality ·to Soviet diplomacy. 

~hey and Lenin 

Like Vladimir llich Ulyanov Lenin 1 Mikhail Gorba.cnev•s 

diplomacy was based on peace and peaceful coexiStence. 

''Lenin needed peace to consolidate the Revolution. His 

first act, therefore~ was to sign the Brest-Litovsk Treaty 

With Germay in 19181 and get out of the war, Which had 

1 inflicted ena:mous damage to his peq>le and country". 

1 Kaul, T.N. I SJ:&lin to Gqrbach.ey smd sevon§ 
(New Delhi, Lancer International, 1991) • 
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His slogan of 'No annexation and no Indemnity • caught the 

imaginaticn of his people and of German soldJers - both of 

Wbcxn had been bled White by the war. Lenin 1 s Peace Decree 

was a bold, courageous and realistic move in the circumstances 

then prevailing. 

He had thought and wc:rked out his long-term strate<]f 

and short-term tactics. But the allies, \1.110 did not like 

his Peace 'n."eaty, started their intervention in the North, 

the South and the Rast - fran Murmansk and ArChangelsk to 

the Transcaucasus, fran Siberia to central ASia. '!bey tried 

with the help of ltlite Russians and local dissi<Ents. to 

disrupt the. new Socialist Republic. 'lbe intervention and 

the civil war lasted from 1918 till the end of 1920, but 

failed to aastroy the new socialist state. 

Lenin's diplomacy was based on maintenance of peace 

in Russia Which later becane RSFSR and peaceful coexiStence. 

'lbe voluntacy association of various minority and ethnic 

areas, was different from the Czarist policy of oppressicn 

and forcible annexation and expansionism. 'Ibis and their 

need for security, peace and development persua<Ed the 

various minorities and ethnic areas to join the RSFSR 

through treaties and agreements. (Far example, Georgia 

joined because she had been subjected to CQ:l&tant invasions 

by Turkey and others). '!bey felt more secure with the 

RSFSR. 'Ibis was helped by the creation of the units of 

the Par~ in these areas, with the support of local cOIIInunists 
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and others Who had suffered Wlder local despots (as in 

central ASia) and from foreign invasions (as in Transcaucasia). 

It was .Lenin himself Who dominated ~ diplomatic 

negotiations. Though be was criticised for the Brest-Litovsk 

treaty of 1918, be, however, surrendered territories and 

purchased peace at the altar of war. 'lbe same tactics llere 

adopted 1:¥ Mikhail Garbachev Who did not care for his East 

:&uropean allies as well as third world dependants. Peaoe 

and disarmament were two primacy things for Hikhail Gorbachev. 

He had to paY a heavy price for peace in terms of disinte

gration of the Soviet Union and loss of political p~r. 

Mikhail Garbacbev -went beyond Lenin. Lenin accumulated 

arms to save the USSR from the Western attack but Mikhail 

Gorbachev destroyed the arms to get the hands of the ~st. 

Lenin •s policies stood for the establishment of a socialist 

state in the u.s.s.R. On tre other hand, Garbachev•s efforts 

not only ended. the monopoly of the cPSU but they shook the 

roots of the comnunist ideology. 

Gorbachey and Stalin 

Joseph Stalin was muCh more obsessed with security 

means, both internal and external, than anything else. ae 

concentrated therefore on building defence capability by 

his own emphasis on heavy industry and the rapid indus tr iali

sation of the country. •stalin perhaps thought he himBelf 

would have been a better Czar than Ivan the Terrible. He 



was a Czar by t:Jarnperament thou9h a conmunist 1:¥ profes

sion". 2 

Stalin wanted to buy time to prepare for an attack 

by Hitler 'Which be did apprehend and anticipat:Ja but was not 

prepared for in 1939. He triad to persuade France and Great 

Britain, but the ~st was more interested in Hitler•s plan 

to push eastwards against the u.s .s .R. Stalin bad no qualms 

about eilt:Jaring into the Molotov-Ribbentrop Non-Aggrest:Jicn 

Pact in AUgust 1939. He might have had soma justification 

for this on security grounds rut, morally, and ethically 

this pact was indefensible. 'Ibis pact was the denial of 

the right of self-determination of Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania. Neither the people nor the elected bodies of 

these countries -were taken into confidence before the signing 

of the pact. This pact was nothing but an attack on the 

sovereignty of these countries. 

Stalin's invasion of Finland en 30 Novem:OOr, 1939 

was justified by him on the ground that if he had not gone 

in, the Germans would have, rut this was not convincing 

enough. He soon realized his mistake, both in military and 

political terms, and be had to enter into a Treaty with 

Finland in .Harch 1940, getting part of What be wanted -

eastern Karelia and the r ~t to have a naval base on the 

Hanko peninsula. The incccporation of l..atvia and Sstonia 

2 Ibid., P• 192. 
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in the soviet Union might have been justified on security 

considerations but that of Lithuania was an after-thought of 

Molotov Who added this to his list in the pact with 

Ribbentrop, a month after the pact had been negotiated. 

Stalin's annexation of Eastern Poland, Southern 

Sakhalin and the Kttr-ile islands could be justified as a 

result of the allied victory in the second liorld .-ar. 

Germany and Japan started and lost the war and suffered its 

consequences. The Tehran (November 1943}, Yalta (February 

1945) , and Potsdam (July-August 1945) agreanents have becane 

part of histccy and cannot be disturbed or changed except 

by another war or peaceful negotia tiona. War is out of 

the question and impennissible in the thermo-nuclear age 

of today. A durable peaceful situation ·is only possible, 

after complete attainment of nuclear disarmament, dissolution 

of military alliances and the removal of threat of nuclear 

holocaust. Instead through the increased pace of arms race 

Stalin consolidated the roots of u .5 .s .R. 

Hence, it can be easily said of Stalin's personalitys 

11I t Was Stalin ••• Who ruilt the Soviet Union into a super 

po~r. It was Stalin Who industrialized a peasant country, 

took it from wooden plows to atomic weapons, thrust it into 

the twentieth century and made the west tremble at the might 

of Russia. Above all, it was Stalin Who wen the war lS econd 

World liar), destroyed Hitler, b:lat the Germans". 3 Even 

3 Smith Hedrick, .tW_New Russians (New Yorka Avon 
Books, 1991) , P• 132. 
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his opponents were influenced by the chariSma of Stalin's 

personality. For instance, Winston Churchill Who back in 

1919 boasted of his personal contribution to organizing the 

military in~rvention by 14 foreign states against the 

young Soviet republic, exactly 40 years later was forced to 

use the following words to cescribe Stalin, one of his 

formidable political cpponentss MHe was an outstanding 

personality 'Who left his mark on our cruel time during his 

lifetime. Stalin was a man of exceptional energy, erudition 

and unl:ending will pCMer 1 harsh, tough, and ruthless in both 

action and conversation and even 1, brought up in the English 

Parliament, could not oppose h.iln in any way • • • •. A gigantic 

force resoonded in his works. This fcrce is so great in 

Stalin that be seemad unique among the leaders of all times 

and all peoples • • • • His effect on pecple is irrestible. 

Whenever he entered the Yalta conference hall, we all rose 

as if by comnand. And strangely 1 we all stood to attention. 

He was a past master at fin<ting a way out of the most 

hopeless situation at a difficult time • • • • He was a man 

Who used his enemies to des troy his enemy, f Q['Cing us -

Whan he openly called imperialists - to fight the imperia

lists •••• He took over Russiastill using wooden plow, 

and left it equipped with atcmic weapons"~ 
4 

4 Nina .\ndreyeva, 'Letter to the Editorial Office 
from a Leningrad VUZ Lecturer • 1 in Baruch A· Hazan, 
Gsrbacbey and His Roanies:Tbe S.:t[uqg:le for Perestrojka 
{Boulder, u.s.A.s Westview Press, 1990) I P• 306. 
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The above quotation is not intended to put a curtain on 

his misdeeds. But it simply displays the influence of 

Stalin's personality in diplomacy. His diplomacy was a 

mixture of peaceful co-existence with the ~st.-combined 

with an attempt to dominate over other pCMers, especially 

in its neighbourhood, in eastern and central :Sur ope,. Iran 

in the south, Hongolia and, to saoo extent, China in the 

East. His control of the socialist countries in Eastern 

Europe, through his nominees in their comnunist ruling 

parties, was almost total. T~y tolerated it more on 

security than on ideological grounds. Iwology was used by 

Stalin as a cover for domination. Ho~wr, Yugoslavia 

Which had not men liberated by Soviet forces, rut mainly 

by its own patriotic guerilla resistance under Tito, refused 

to bow to Stalin's pressure tactics in 1948. 

In this way it is apparent that Stalin's persQ1alit.y 

had dominating influence in the U.S.S.R's diplomacy dur.ing 

his time. But there had teen significant differences 

bet\lleen persQ1ali ty traits of 1-.ikhail Gorbachev and ~ ta.lin. 

Stalin b;:lieved in underhand, closed and secr0t di..tJlomacy, 

e.g. Molotov-nibben trop pact of 1939. But on the other 

hand, Mikhail Gorbacrev• s policies stood for optn dlf.·lomacy. 

Stalin wanted u.s .s .R. to be a military super power and 

his efforts made u • .s .s .R. a super rower. Dut .·likhail 

Gorbachev realized the si£,"nif icance of ~lol::al peace and 

thus propound::d the historic principle of disarmarnEn t, i.e., 
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'since nuclear war cannot be won hence it should not 1::e 

fought! Stalin was afraid of surrounding powers and created 

a fence of socialist powers around t:he u.s .s .R. sconomically 

crippled, Gorbachev found it to be unfair to sustain the 

cost of socialist countries in Sastern Surope. 

N ikita Khurshchev cane to power in 1953. He denounced 

Stalin • s cult of persooality in 1956 and propagated the 

theory of peaceful· coexistence l:etween different political 

and social systems. He also dreaded that each country had 

the right to determine its own peaceful and constitutional 

path to socialism. Differences l:et\een the u.s.s.R. and 

China recame acute when Khrushchev refused to give her a 

• sample • atom bomb. In Suez crisis of 1956, Khrushchev • s 

threat to send rockets and missiles against Great Britain 

to help Sgypt shollled that Soviet leadership would not allow 

the l«!st to dominate the Middle East. u.S .A. also realized 

that the British, French and Israelis had overstepped the 

limit and e~rcised a sobering influence over them. 

However, this congruence between the u.s -A· and the u.s .s .R. 

did not last long. Soviet intervention in Hungary in 

OCtoberjNovemJ::e:.t 1956 caused widespread resentment throughout 

the non-conmunist world. 

Khruschev' s policy of peaa!ful coexistence was 

popular in the Third World,especially among the nonaligned 

countries Wh!ch considered it to be a cardinal principle 
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of nonalignment.Cooperation between the ~onaligned MovE1tlent 

(NiJ-1} and the u.s .s .R. increased in the political, cultural, 

economjc and ev~n in the refence spheres. 

Relations ret~en the two super powers further 

ci3teriorated during the Cuban crisis when Khrushchev sent 

nuclear missiles to Cuba Which brought US territory within 

Soviet range. Presici3nt Kennedy •s rreeting with Khrush::hev 

at Vienna in 1961 had produced a softening effect on t~ 

Cold War, but the Cuban crisis almost .trought t~ su,t.>er 

powers to tbe brink of war. HoYRver, mtter counsels 

prevailed, both KhrushChev and Kennedy climbed down and 

peace was thus preserved. The Cuban issu;, is supposed to 

re a diplanatic ci3feat of the u.s .s .R. b.lt we disagree with 

this view. '!his is a fact that Khrushchev had to withdraw 

missiles from the Cuban soil but he was successful in his 

ul timat:e objective of establishing the roots of socialism 

in Cuba. That is why Cuban issue added a feather in t~ 

cap of Khrushchev because it was diplomatic victory of 

U.s.s.R. He was successful in making a fort in the Pacific 

waters. 

In this way, we find ups and downs in Khrushchev's 

negotiating strategy. At tines, he was found making peace 

with the West while somet:Lmes later he was found engaged 

in preparing for a war. Though he ..t:Jleaci3d for a truce 

with the West, he could not achieve it for ever. un the 

other hand, Hikhail Gorbachev whole heartedly started for 
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peace and maintained it thrrughout his Presidentship. One 

personality. trait was canmon to both of them. Both -were 

against t~ Stalinist regime and never failed to criticise 

Stalin. Both Khrushchev and Hikhail Gorbachev shared common 

views on disarmament. The Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963 

preven t;,;d nuclear weapcns tests in the air, outer space 

and under water. Hikhail Gcrba.chev carried it forward and 

L.~F and START were signed. 

Gorkqcipv and Brezhnev 

The djplomacy of Leonid Brezhnev was a continuation 

of Khrushchev's rut less flamboyant. He did not threaten 

to 'bury capitalism' as Khrushchev had dQle. But he went 

on increasing Soviet militacy strength and acquired near 

parity with NATO in nuclear and a slight edge in ccnventional 

armaments by 197 4. He was thus able to 1::1:' ing the u ..s • to 

sign SALT I and SALT II agreements; although the u ..s. 

Congress did not ratify the latter. It was more or less 

observed in practice, by both sides. He also went further 

than Khrusbch9v had in supplyl,.ng military aid to the Arabs 

against Israel, and the national liberation mov€1llents in 

Africa. But he did not CQlt1nue Khrushchev's adventurist 

policy in La tin .America • 

Brezhnev went much furtJ:-.!6r than Khrushchev in 

consolidating and strengthening his military domination owr 

.ii:astern &urope. His blatant invasion of Czechoslovakic in 

1968 and the Brezhnev DOCtrine of 'lim.ited severe ignty 1 
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so-wed seeds of. discontent and resentxrent among the people 

5 
of Eastern Europe. 

The new approach to the Third iiorld was called 

•selective approach'. The Soviet Union carefully chose its 

friends and allies. The aim of this ap.._Jroach was that soviet 

aid and support must not l:e proliferatt=d without desired 

results. 6 lt was indeed a modification of Khrushc;l8v's 

pol icy for Hhich doroostic political deVE:lOlinents were no 

less important. This was a _phase Hhen Asian c oun tr res 

were the main target of soviet dip lomccy. 1 t was also th~ 

phase \'r'hen the Soviet policy in j~ia gradually J::egan to 

acquire an autonomous character, away from t~ traditional 

prism of B:ast-~iest relations. Vietnam proved to re a been 

for soviet diplomacy where u.s .A. was unable to make any 

progress. But the indirect involvement of the Soviet Union 

in the Hiddle &ast war proved a failure. Inspite of it, 

Soviet Sllflply of arms and amnunition to the frontline Arab 

States, like 3gypt and Syria did help. Then in 1971 tha 

u.s .s .R. cane openly and uneq ... livocally on t!,e side of India 

in its conflict with Pakistan over Bangladesh. s imil.:~r 

pattern was also noted in tre growing soviet involvement 

during seventies in regional conflicts in Africa and later, 

5 T.N. Kaul, Stalin to Garbachey and@~ lNew 
Delhi1 Lancer International, 1991}, p. 199. 

6 ~afar lrnam, §oyiet Fareicn Policy 1917-199,0. 
(New Delhia Sterling .1:-'ublishers Pvt • .a.td., 1991}, 
p. 101. 
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in l.ati.n NCerica. Above all, the quantum of Soviet economic 

aid jumped and l::ecaroo more concentrated on active non-aligned 

states like India 1 Iraq, syria, Libya. Similar was tha 

pattern of supply of arms· and equipments. 

Brezhnev was not able to give effective economic 

assistance to the countries of &astern Europe. His over

concentration on <Efence and military production had ruined 

the Soviet economy. His reversion to Stalinist methods of 

•command and administer' and the encooragem€.tlt of his cronies 

and favourites led to br itery, nepotism and corruption 

in the party apparatus and t~ bureaucracy. He undid what 

good Khrushchev had l::een able to do in the Soviet econorey 

and polity. 

The deb=nte period started during Brezhnev. But 

after a few years this wtente was converted to New Cold 

War When Soviet forces marched to Afghanistan in 1979. 

The peace Which was brought was lost. 

In this way, we witness ups and downs in Brezhnevian 

diplomacy. He had a commanding position. He made the 

U.s.s.R. a power Which was not militarily inferior to any 

power of the world. His diplomacy was designed to extricate 

the Soviet Union from capitalist encirclement l::r;{ challenging 

the West's global alliance structure and offering large 

amounts of aid to selected developing COUntries. But 

Hikhail Gorbachev was opposite of it. ae did not want to 

provide .aid at the cost of Soviet econany. Brezhnev talked 
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of parity or equality with the west in the arms and arma

xrents but Mikhail Gorbac~v did never talk of parity. 

~st was enemy for Brezhnev. Instead of it, Gorba.chev 

made west the ally. Hikhail Gorbachev was for cooperation 

but Brezhnev was for separation. 

In this way, we find that Soviet diplc:macy has always 

been subject to the role of personality of its leaders. 

The personali~ of the leader has always been capable of 

moulding diplomacy. But the approach, way, style, conduct 

vary from one to another. If one was for storing arms, 

another was eager to destroy it to achieve peace. We have 

also seen that leadU1g personalities did believe in spreading 

the socialist ideas, making friends in the Third Wcrld 

countries. But on the ot~r hand we also find that there 

was another man Who was determined to reduc~ the tentacles 

of the u.s .s .R. and stopped military and economic aid to 

the Third World countries. so, it can be easily said 

that r'iikhail Garbachev had quite different and distinct 

characteristics of perso:1ality as compared with others e.g., 

Lenin, Stalin, Khrushchev and Brezbnev. 

Concluding Remarks 

First of all, we must make a clear distinction 

betwen the personality of a canmon man and the personality 

of a leader of a nation. Th3 personality of a common man 

is the reflection of his awn thinking&, beliefs, attitudes, 



motives etc. The society in WhiCh hejshe has been l:rougbt 

up does not play as 1DlJCh role in the making of hisjher 

personal! t:Y. But the same is not the case with the persenali t~

of the leader. A leader is not just a carrna1 man but he 

is an embodiment of the whole people to whom he represents. 

Mikhail Gorba.chev t.etrayed the aspirations and wishes 

of masses of u.s.s.R. During his accession to power, U.S.S.R. 

was at par with u.s ·A· militarily. But in his six years• 

period he alWaYS made unequal cuts. Many a times he made 

unilateral declarations in regards to arms cut. Though he 

put stones in eax-ly sumnits, he yielded later on. He 

accepted Whatever was told to h.im. But he could not get 

u.s .A. to move with the pace that he wanted. Star war issue 

remained as U.s ·A· wished. Instead, GorbaChev continued 

his concessions. The result was u.s .A. remained an unrivalled 

military power. Now, Russia is incapable of challenging 

U.s • ..\. militarily. 

Mikhail Garbachev had a ~ak personality. He was 

not a strong leader. He used to yield very soon. He was 

credulous. He accepted Whatever was told to him cy the 

~st, without weighing its pros and cons. His negotiating 

style and strategy made him subnissive. This submisSive 

nature of soviet diplomacy did "more harm than good to 

U.S.S.R. 

T~ core of Mikhail Gorbachev • s diplomacy was to get 

ec;onomic aid frcm the west. u.s .s .R. was admitted to global 
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economic network after a long persuasion. The -=s t pledged 

economic aid rut sizeable economic aid did not coma. Had 

Gorbachev got sufficient aid, }'j;l would have been able to 

reform the economically torn society. Mere pledges and 

promises do not provide bread. So was the case with the 

u.s .s .R. Bread was promised but bread did not come. Thus 

U.s.s.R. dies of lack of economic aid. It was the failure 

of the Gorbachev ian economic diplomacy • 

The Soviet society had been a closed society. Had 

the sane thing continued, u.s .s .R. would have continued for 

sane more period. Loosening of screws made the society 

free from ideological inclinations. Too much of .glasnost 

proved harmful for him. He might have thought of becoming 

a rressiah or saviour. He became the saviour but he destroyed 

the oase upon which he was standing. 

He was not a far-sighter. He had never thought of 

a disastrous ruin. He did not recognize th3 in~ntions of 

the Wiest. ~st wanted destruction of not only soviet empire 

but of Soviet Union too. He was anticipating help to 

avoid this destruction at least of u.s .S .R. but he got 

nothing to save his country. 

sorootirnes one wond3rs how could so much happen in 

so short a time? The world that Gorbachev destroyed in 

six years had taken decades to construct, and until he 

started to disma.nUe it, there was no obvious sign that 
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it was as fragile as it proved to be. And yet it did 

crumble, as if shaken by a gigantic earthquake. 

The amazing pace of change was an important clue. It 

was possible because energies had accumula t13d beneath th:J 

surface comparable to tre natural forces that build up 

Where two pla~s of earth's crust meet, finally erupting in 

a shattering earthquake. Once, the first tremors were felt, 

the soviet Union's stale and ric;;id economic and political 

structures began to shake.Eastern Europe's false front - a 

slapdash facade of Stalinism forcibly and unnaturally attached 

to ancient Central European cultures - crumbled under tha 

·trembler's strength. 

Events could only move so fast because as long as 113 

was dismantling Stalinist system, Gorbachev was working with 

the forces of history, not against t~m. He knew fran the 

outlet that his country was in dire straits - this knowledge 

was the source of his urge to reform. The more he tried 

to put things right, the tetter he grasped how bad things 

were. He said time and again that plans had to be changed 

after he and others understood the seriousness of the 

problems they faced. What thay thought they knew repeatedly 

turned out to re less than the full truth. At the Central 

Comnittee plenum of April 1989 Garbachev admitted, '\~one 

of us had a good knowledge of the country we live in". 

T~ truth was that the Stalinist model had long 

outlived its utility and was nearing collapse after doing 
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imneasurable damage to the country. The i~a that a huge 

industrial ecQlany could effectively l:e planned and controlled 

by relatively few officials in Moscow had proven false. 

The system this idea created was static, not dynamjc, and 

was based on a s~le..rnin<Ed distinction bet-ween pre

industrial and industrial life. The planned economy would 

take Russia from backwardness to modernity - that was its 

authors• vision. But their vision left no room for the 

actual dfnamics of technological innovation, improvisation, 

market mechanisms and so on. lt was the vision of econauic 

illit2rates. lt created a hapless economic monster that 

was backward, inefficient, and clUIIlsy. l ts managers did 

not know how to manage. l ts workers did not know how to 

work. lts currency was worthless in any C~:>etitive market. 

This was Stalinist legacy. 

The cost of sustaining super power status was i.nr11ense. 

Shevardnadze acknowledged in the sunrner of 1990 that soviet 

governr..ents routinely spent a quarter of th~ir res Q.Irces 

on tlJ<Sir military establishr.--.ent - c.nd more to sustain 

alliances \>:ith never-do-w,:ll Third ·,;orld allies like Cuba, 

~ icaragua, and Ethiopia. Th:; actual number ;night have 

been higt-er. The squandering of nation's wealth over mare 

than forty. years certa~nly hastened tb~ collapse of the 

Stalinist system. 

So did the worsening corru1:-·t~on of Soviet society. 

The corruption of a nation is a dynamic process i once ws.;ur., 
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it tends to gain momentum and accelerates. By the tine 

Gorbachev cane to po"V.er, it was common for a Soviet citizen 

to be asked for a brire for the most basic services, even 

health care. T~ high-minced principles of the Bolshevik 

Revolution had lost all relevance; the society was rotting 

fran within. This was obvioos just from the stat is tics on 

life e:xpectancy and consumption of alcohol, whiCh showed a 

country that was killing itself. 

By the tine Hikhail Gorbachev became General secretary, 

his country •s economy could no longer <;rO\"r', and was falling 

farther and farther behind tl-t2 develoJ?€d wcrld. Conditions 

of 1 ife were <Eter icra tU1g aninously. ~it~r th:!re would 

be change or there \>Tould be disaster. Even an anonymous 

writer's words can't be outrightly rejected. His i<Entity 

was concealed under the pseudonym ~ and whcxn peq:>le suspected 

to be a high official in the State llepartment. He got an 

article published in •paeQsilJJ,s• Which -n-as highly critical 

of the Soviet Union. The author asserted: ,. ••• th8 

Soviet Union was never a great industrial power, and still 

less a modern society. Tha belief that it was such a 
II 

power was among the great illusions of the century. He 

concluded "tie system can't be restructured or refonned 

but can only either stagnate or dismantled and replaced 

by market in·sti tu tions over a long period of time" • He 

went on to caution the Uest " ••• any aid tre West might 

render to the Soviet state to save or irn.~row the t:xistln9 

system Would be futile; on this score Gorbachev is 
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Understanding Mikhail Gorba.chev means understanding 

the Soviet Union. It is impcrtant to see Gorbachev in the 

context of Soviet history and society. We are all children 

' of our timas, as Gorba.chev said often during his first five 

years in power. His t~s did not begin in 1985. Nor did 

the ideas ~or change that he embraced suddenly fall fran 

the heavens after he becaroo General secretary. 

Similarly, the trouble Hikhail Garba.chev encountered 

at the end of 1990 and the tragic events of early 1991 

can also 1::2 understood only in the context of soviet histcry. 

His reforms crashed into the realities of the Stalinist 

inheritance a an unnatural multinational state, a pathetic 

economy, and t~ enduring pOW'er of the care groups that 

had made the old system work, however feebly. The army, the 

KGB, the police, and the still hidden rut still powerful 

military-industrial complex, and the r .mnants of Party 

apparatus pushed Gorbachev off course at t.i:e very moment 

When he se 61led to 1::2 tr iurrp h&nt. 

They pushed him tOW'ard a new, hard line that led 

directly to the clumsy showdown with the Baltic states and 

then to tragedy in January 1991. It was Gorbachev•s own 

fear and ambition that made him susceptible to their 

7 z, •To the Stalin Mausoleum", DaedalJ..U!!, Winter 
1990, P• 312. 
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pressure. T~ blood of the fourteen Lithuanians ldlled 

When army troops stormed the television station in Vilnius 

was blood on Gorbachev' s hands. For nearly six years he 

bad avoided this; he had built a great international repu

tation and collected the Nol::el Prize as an implacable foe 

of violence. &ven as be plotted to l:ring the Lithuanians 

to heel, violently if necessary, be was working feverishly 

in the diplonatic arena to avoid war in the Persian Gulf -

trying to fulfill the noble aspirations of his United 

Nations speech of Deceml:2r 1988. But this was window 

dressing. Tie real test of his moral position came at 

home,and he failed it. The wild, bucking horse he had 1:2en 

riding far several months finally threw him. When the 

paratroopers opened fire in Vilnius, the hopeful, high

minded Gorbadlev era ended. 

We know the least about the formation of Gorbachev's 

Character - that combination of genes and reflexes, taught 

or absarl:ed, that defines a personality. The effects of 

his grandfather's arrests, his father's absence from horre 

during the war, his close ass cciation With his motter • s 

par~nts, hiS early expose to Russian orthodoxy, and other 

inti iguing rut inconclusive ~tails from his early biography 

are ~11 known. Gorbachev' s oWh descri.f;tion of his boyhood 

honx.; as a 'plague house• after Grandfather Gopkolo returned 

from f cur teen months of impriscnment and interrogation - a 

jouse' Where even relatives and close frie.nds could not 
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' visit for fear of being associated with this 'enemy of the 

people•, who had teen the first chairman of the collective 

farm - is haunting. 

It is clear from evi<Ence of his adolescence that 

Hikhail Gorbachev emerged from childhood as a _;>oised, 

confident, outgoing and ambitious person. ln adolescence 

he learned theatrical skills that maoo him \·Tary of more 

elaborate psychological interpreta. tion. He has been acting 

for more than forty years. His was a masked per.s onali ty, 

and he \vas a lonely man, who ap~Jarently shared that was 

truly personal With comrades and colleagues. 

But if the formation of character cannot be divined, 

the character itself isn't so mysterious. It is formidable 

and has made Gorbachev stronger than those around hirn in 

Soviet politics. He intimidated and impressed everyone 

Who worked near him. Yel tsin admitted this in his autobio

'' graphy. What ~ has achieved will, of course, go down in 

history of mankind, I do not like high-sounding phrases, 

yet everything that Gorbac}j3v has initiated <£serves such 

praise. He could not have gone on just as Brt::Zhnev and 

Chernenko did refare him. I estimate that the country's 

natural resources and the people •s patience \vould have 

outlasted his lifeti.rre, long enough for him to have lived 

the well fed and happy life of tw leader of a totalitar .ian 

state. He could have draped himself with orders and medals, 

the pecple would have hymned h.iJu in verse and song, Which 
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is always enjoyable. Yet Gcrbachev chose to go another way. 

He started by climbing a mountain whose sumnit is not even 

visible. He is saneWbere up in the clouds and no one knows 

how the ascent will end. Will we all ~ swept away by an 

"8 avalanche or will Everest b:: conquered'? 

Mikhail Gorbachev cannot be understood apart from his 

membership of the caste of Camnunist Party officials. He 

grew up in tre Corrmunist Party of the Soviet Union; it shaped 

him, taught him political analysis and political rhetoric. 

It gave him a style and a manner that he never gave up. He 

could not give them up even if he wan~d to do so. 

He embraced a flexible, moralistic and humane outlook 

that could have cane frcn the mouth of an ~rican Unitarian. 

Yet When his own moment of truth came in Lithuania, Hikhail. 

Gorbachev could not fulfill his new definition of a Cornmuni$t. 

Instead ~ reverted to an earlier type. 

Although Gorbachev held on to his Ccmnunist identity, 

he was never hidebound. Once he coounitted himself to 

•revolutionary changes• he was willing to accept Wholesale 

revision of Party tradition, and to break nearly all the 

ol-d rules that governed Soviet society. 

He was overhauling Soviet ccmnunism to create a better 

soviet Union, and better comnunism - that's how Gorbachev 

8 Robert G. Kaiser, Why Gor@cbey Haopened; His Triurnpl)s 
and Failures (New Yorks Simon and Schuster, 1991), 
P• 406. 
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saw his historical role. But cOIIIllunism hald no appeal for 

large numbers of peo_ple, and the idea of tha soviet Union 

held no appeal far many, prcbably most, of the non-Russian 

citizens of the U.s.S.R. 

The ability to change his mind made J.vlikhail Gorbachev 

a better tactician. In the case of Boris Yeltsin alone, 

Gorbachev changed his mind more than five tines. ln early 

1986 he could speak harshly of Andrei Sakharov as a criminal; 

at the end of the sane year he could make the dramatic phone 

call that led to Sakharov•s release and eventual transformation 

into Gcrbach3v's political ally. One month idea of a multi

party political system was rubbish; the next month he was 

urging the repeal of Article 6 of the constitution to open 

the way for a multipar~ system. He was such a good tactician 

that many of his liberal supporters refused to believe, in 

the fag end that be was abandoning U-em. 

Perhaps the most eregious example of his overconfidence 

was his failure to confront the need to create a new system 

to replace the one he so successfully destroyed. Garbacbev 

seemed to convince himself that he could postpone this task 

far three years, then four, then five. In the sixth year 

his procrastination caught up with him. 

It is true that Gorbachev•s economic policies had been 

on the wrong track since the Central Conmi ttee plenum of 

June 1987. 'lbe budget deficit balloned fran 3 per cent 0£ 

gross danestic product in 1987 to 10 per· cent in 1989 and 
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higher still in 1990 and 1991. The money that had to be 

printed to cover these deficits had dramatically aggravated 

inflationa.cy pressures. The antidrinking campaign went out 

of control wb3n prices of Vodka were doubled, stimulatjng 

an enormous black-market - and the disappearance of sugar, 

which hone brewers used to make their own White li£htening. 

Ult~ately, the facts of Soviet life-objective 

reality, as a Marxist might put it were Gorbachev•s greatest 

enemy. He could open up the Soviet Union, restore its 

history, initiate debate on fundamental issues, even convtrt 

a nation of sheeplike followers into a vibrant new political 

organism, but he could not overcane the fundamental terms 

of existence in his country. so, six yeaxs of experiment 

failed ul tirnately. He had thrown off the yoke of Stalinism, 

an astounding accomplis}jnent, but even Without the yoke 

the country was crippled by the consequences of its past. 

AS he dismantled the old system, Mikhail Gorbachev 

never eliminated the mechanisms that make dictatorship 

possible. The army shrank but never lost its influence, 

and the Soviet version of the military-industrial compleX 

apparently retained its ability to conmandeer tha most 

desirable economic resources. The KGB survived at full 

strength - hundreds of thousands of agents. Many of t~ 

hard-nosed Party hacks Who maintained discipline for t}l.;: 

old regi.ma remained available for service. Censors never 

forgot how to censor. Prosecutors and judges knew how 

to take arbitrary orders fran above, and probably did not 
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know how to resist them. 

Inspite of all these, Gorba.chevian cliplornacy still 

has a dominating role. Though USSR dismantled on December 

25, 1991, the successor republics did not say a farewell 

to his disarmament diplomacy. Instead, Boris Yel tsin 

concluded START II and other members of CIS and Baltic 

Republics are f ollowU1g the footsteps of H jkhail Gorbac ~v. 

In this way, -we find that like personality of other 

leaders of u.s .s .R. Hikhail Gorbachev •s pers.onal1 ty too 
' 

played a significant role in USSR's diplomacy. Despite 

his failures, his achiEVements should not te l:rushed away 

in a single stroke. 
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